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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to leam more about how EFL (English as Foreign

Language) students interacted during peer feedback conferences. Thirty EFL students

from Mexico aged 10 to 14 years old participated in this study. The following four main

questions were addressed:

1

.

What criteria did the students use to evaluate their peers' writing?

2. What revisions were made in relation to peer feedback comments?

3. What was the students' behaviour like during peer feedback conferences?

4. What were the students' perceived attitudes concerning peer feedback

conferences?

Each of the 30 students wrote a first and a second draft and then took part in a peer

feedback conference. All students were interviewed and asked to rate a story and provide

a peer feedback comment for the author during interview.

The study found that the EFL students were able to provide comments to their

peers' writing, but only after their third conference were they actually able to provide

higher level comments. The majority of students said that they liked peer feedback

sessions. The results also indicated that the students needed more practice with their

revisions because they did not make a lot of revisions to make their writing clearer with

fewer mistakes. This study concludes that there still needs to be further research. First of

all, it would be useful to conduct a similar study with EFL students but one that is

conducted over a longer period of time in order to determine if the students continued to

develop their peer feedback comments and revision strategies.
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M ; CHAPTER ONE: THE PROBLEM

Introduction

This study examines peer feedback comments made by English as Foreign

Language (EFL) learners. Thirty, 10- to 14-year-old students who were learning English

as a foreign language (EFL) participated in peer feedback conferences. The first

objective was to determine if the EFL students were able to provide appropriate feedback

to their EFL peers' writings. Appropriate feedback refers to any comments made by

peers intended to aid in the revision process. According to Hilgers (1986), children

develop their peer feedback skills as they become more experienced. For instance,

younger students were able to provide feedback based on their experience, such as, "I like

your story because I went shopping too." Older students were able to provide more

content-related experience, such as, "You need to add more information about the boat."

Therefore, appropriate feedback for the EFL students should involve more than just

liking because of personal experiences, reflecting the students' 10 to 14 years of age.

The first objective therefore was to determine what type of feedback the EFL students

provided to their peers during small and large peer feedback conferences.

The second objective was to determine if the EFL students made any revisions

utilising the peer feedback comments. The students were required to produce two drafts

of the writing assignment, one submitted before and one after the peer feedback

conferences. All revisions, if any, were generated fully by the individual students.

There were no teacher conferences because the aim of the study was to determine ifEFL

students could provide comments to aid in the revision process of their peers. The

researcher did provide mini lessons for the prewriting assignment, drafting, and feedback





conferences. This study involved the observation ofEFL students 10 to 14 years old for

3 days. The final objective of the study was to determine how the students behaved

throughout the process and to determine the students' opinions regarding their

participation in peer feedback conferences. Therefore, the three main objectives were to

determine if the EFL students could provide feedback to their peers' writing, what

revisions were made in relation to the peers' comments, and what the students' behaviour

was like throughout the study.

Background of the Problem

Individualized Learning

Educators and researchers used to view learning as individualized activities in the

1960's and 1970's, as opposed to learning in small groups. For instance, students would

write all by themselves and the teacher would help them revise their writing. Johnson

and Johnson (1990) stated that it was very common for teachers to want the class to be

very quiet, especially during writing, and for the class not to talk to each other while

working. The teachers wanted to see how their students would perform on their own

because it was thought that if students worked together they would help each other and

the teacher would never learn who was having difficulty. The students were not allowed

to write with others or to ask for help from their peers. If the students needed help they

had to wait for the teacher to assist them with their learning.

Furthermore, students would produce only one draft of their writing because the

idea of the "process" to writing was not yet established. A review of classroom activities

from the past suggests that they were very different from today's activities. Teachers in a

typical classroom viewed writing as a solitary activity, one in which students would listen





quietly to the teacher, then write with little or no revision at all. Little was known about

how students wrote. Teachers and researchers were more concerned with the end product

of their students' writing, not the "process" that their students needed to implement to

produce a good piece of writing. Therefore, in the past students would produce their

writing alone, without talking with their peers to incorporate each other's ideas.

Collaborative Learning

Today's classroom environment is very different, it is common to hear the noisy

chatter of students working in groups. Cooperative Learning has emerged in our

classrooms.* Cooperative Learning involves students working together in small groups

within the classroom setting. There are many different aspects of Cooperative Learning,

but the main objective is to have students work together to develop the necessary skills to

be successful (Slavin, 1993). In Cooperative Learning classrooms, the teacher becomes

the facilitator instead of only an evaluator. Students work cooperatively with their peers,

helping each other learn and develop the skills needed to be successful (Rubin, 1 990).

According to Cooperative Learning theory, working together helps children become more

successful in school. Slavin (1983) and Sharon (1980) both advocate the use of

Cooperative Learning to increase success in schools and increase students' learning and

development. Bromley (1997) states that children view Cooperative Learning as a way

of helping them become more successful in school. Cooperative Learning theory

integrates the Vygotskian notion into today's classroom by providing situations where

students learn in social contexts. The Vogotskian notion is used to encompass

Vygotsky's ideas about how children learn cooperatively. For example, it is believed

Cooperative Learning and Collaborative Learning are not always used the same by all authors. However,

in this paper both Cooperative and Collaborative Learning are used to express the idea that students are

working together to help each other with their learning process.





(Slavin, 1996, p. 49) that students learn in cooperative classrooms the following four

ways:

1

.

Through mutual feedback and debate, peers motivate one another to abandon

misconceptions and search for better solutions.

2. The experience of peer communications can help children master social

processes, such as participation and argumentation, and cognitive processes, such

as verification and criticism.

3. Collaboration between peers can provide a forum for discovery learning and

can encourage creative thinking.

4. Peer interaction can introduce children to the process of generating ideas.

(Slavin, 1996, p. 49)

This peer interaction between the students can be seen in all aspects of education. For

instance, teachers no longer view writing as a solitary activity but one in which students

should interact and learn from each other. Hudelson (1989) stated that:

Language acquisition is a social as well as a cognitive enterprise. Language

development does not occur in a vacuum; other people play an important role.

Children develop as language users through interacting with others who respond

to their efforts to use language and who "teach" them language within the context

of daily activities. Language acquisition must be seen from the perspective of

social interaction, (p. 2)

The social interaction involved in Cooperative Learning developed because of the

changes in education and theory. Teachers are now more concerned about the whole





process, not just the end product. Cooperative Learning and the writing process has

become an important part of education.

Writing Process

According to Flower and Hayes (1981a), "writing is best understood as a set of

distinctive thinking processes which writers orchestrate or organize during the act of

composing" (p. 366). Flower and Hayes (1981a) argue that the acceptance of a

prewriting stage in models of writing has helped to improve the process of writing and

how students actually write. Other stage models of writing do not take into consideration

the fact that the writing processes are not linear. For instance, not all writers go from

prewriting to writing to revising; instead, some writers go from prewriting to writing and

back to prewriting. The "process model" divides the act of writing into three major

elements.

> The task environment,

> The writer's long-term memory,

> The writing processes.

The three different elements: the task environment, the writer's long-term memory

and the writing processes involved in Flower and Hayes's "process model" of writing

involves the writers knowing what to write, how to write, and how to reflect back on

what they wrote. For instance, the students need the background knowledge on their

topics that they are writing about. The students also need to be aware of the audience

they are writing to, in order to plan and write their stories. The most important aspect of

this model is that it stresses the importance of the writing process from the generation of

ideas to revising. Therefore, it shows that writing is not linear and that students must





keep developing writing skills throughout the process. Flower and Hayes's (1981a)

model also included many subtopics that help stress the importance of the writing

process. According to Graves (1983) and Calkins (1990), children age 6 to 12 learn to

develop their writing skills by learning to take audience into consideration when

participating in peer feedback conferences. The students' interactions help to stress the

importance of rereading and revising writing. Therefore, it is important for children to

have the freedom to talk vdth each other as they compose, trying to learn and develop

their writing skills.

Peer Feedback

Researchers such as Graves (1983) and Calkins (1990) have studied young

students ages 6 to 12 who participated in a workshop format in which the students were

encouraged to interact with their peers while writing. The intention was to provide an

environment where students could interact and learn from each other. Calkins believes

that the cooperation amongst peers and the mini lessons provided by teachers is how

children develop their writing skills using the writing process. Students should be

encouraged to prewrite, edit, conference with friends, and revise in a non linear fashion in

order to develop their writing. The major emphasis Calkins suggests is that the

cooperation within the classroom is an essential tool to help students learn about writing.

The cooperation Calkins (1990) proposes is similar to the ideas of a cooperative

environment. Students work cooperatively with their peers, helping each other to solve

problems in their writing (Rubin, 1990). It is important for the teacher to model the

cooperative behaviour needed to be successful in today's classrooms. Moreover, since

Cooperative Learning has changed some of the roles between teachers and students, it is





important to study the effects of the students' interaction with each other in the

classroom. For instance, a cooperative activity involved students working together in the

writing classroom in what Graves (1983) and Calkins (1990) have called a "writers'

workshop" where students could listen and respond to each other's writing. Students

write and interact, listen and respond to each other's writing in both small and large

group conferences, hi the past, teacher-led conferences were thought to be the ideal

situation, instead of student-led conferences. However, according to Graves and Calkins,

it is beneficial for students to lead conferences with each other as well as using teacher-

led conferences.

A major component of the cooperation among the students in their vmting class is

the ability to provide feedback about their peers' writing. Effective writing requires not

only the ability to write, but also the ability to make appropriate evaluations of writing,

which is essential in making revisions (Hilgers, 1984). With increasing numbers ofESL

students entering into Canadian schools or learning English as a foreign language,

teachers and researchers need to rethink this collaborative writing environment. An

important question emerges: Can EFL students 10 to 14 years old provide feedback on

their peers' writing? According to Hilgers's (1986) research, older students should be

able to make more comments about the content of their peers' writing than younger

students. Therefore, this study has observed and analyzed the feedback of 10- to 14-year-

old EFL students to determine what type ofcomments they provided to their peers'

writing.





Present Study

This study implemented a peer feedback environment in a writing classroom for

EFL students. According to Lindfors (1989), what is good for the first language learner

is good for the second. This means, children learning English as a second language

develop language best by observing and engaging in authentic communication. The

students involved in the study worked according to the Cooperative Learning, because

they were required to work together in small groups and were engaged in authentic

communication. The researcher analyzed the classroom situation in terms of attitudes

and comments made by the students while interacting with their peers throughout the

writing process. The researcher's focus was to discover whether or not peer feedback is a

useful learning tool for young adolescent EFL students learning to write in English. The

researcher observed young adolescent EFL students' interactions during group peer

feedback conferences to determine if the students were able to provide basic comments

regarding their peers' writing.

Statement of Problem

This study was designed to implement a peer feedback envirormient for 1 0- to

14-year-old students from Mexico, who were learning English in a summer language and

cultural program. The objectives of the summer language program were to provide a

cultural and language enrichment program for young adolescent EFL students. The

program's main objective was to help the students gain a better understanding of English

and introduce them to Canadian culture.

The 30 Mexican students who participated in the English Foundation's program

provided the researcher with the opportunity to observe 10- to 14-year-old EFL students





in Canada. On the other hand, this study provided the students with an introduction to a

peer feedback environment where they could practice writing with the help of their peers.

The purpose of this study was to discover if 10- to 14-year-old EFL students,

could provide appropriate feedback to their peers' writing. The study was to determine if

the EFL students primarily use basic or more detailed comments. According to Hilgers

(1986), basic comments are those that relate to the peers' own experience, such as "I like

your story because it reminds me ofmy summer trip." The more detailed comments are

those that clarify the content of writing, such as, "I don't understand how the girl became

superman." Graves (1983) and Calkins (1990) both agree that many young native-

English-speaking students can provide feedback to their peers' writing and that this

activity helps to enhance the learning environment. Hilgers (1986) concludes that older

students are able to provide more detailed comments than younger ones. This study

sought to discover ifEFL students could provide similar feedback in a learning

environment, which incorporates collaborative learning within the writing classroom.

Questions Answered

The objective of this study was to determine if non-native-English-speaking students,

10 to 14 years old, could provide comments to their peers' writing, and whether any such

comments would be used to facilitate the revision process. The following four questions

were used to help investigate how the 10- to 14-year-old EFL students worked with the

technique of peer feedback. The students' peer feedback comments, revisions,

behaviour, and attitudes were all observed and analyzed.
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Question One: What criteria did the students use to evaluate their peers^ writing?

Samway (1993), who adapted the peer comment headings developed by Hilgers

(1986), discovered that almost half of the comments made by the ESL students belonged

in the Crafting category, which involves the discussion of details in their writing.

Analyzing the students' ability to make comments was an important component of this

study as many researchers and teachers believe that writing is not a solitary activity.

According to Flower and Hayes (1981b), writing involves numerous tasks, among which

making an evaluation is an important component to their writing development.

"Research suggests that the ability to make successful evaluations is critical to the writing

process because neither revision nor generation of ideas would occur without

evaluations" (Samway, 1993, p. 233). According to Hilgers's (1986) research, "the

ability to make appropriate evaluations is the cornerstone upon which rest the successftil

writers' composing skills" (p. 36). Examining the criteria that the 10- to 14-year-old EFL

students made while reading or listening to their peers' writing is important in order to

understand the evaluative processes that the young EFL students are capable of using.

Question Two: What revisions were made in relation to peer feedback comments

According to Urzua (1987), ESL students developed a sense of audience and a

sense of voice with the help of their friends. This study examined whether revisions to

writing reflect the peer feedback comments. These data were used to determine if the

students were taking their peers' ideas into consideration when revising. Urzua stated

that not all students take their peers' comments into consideration, but they choose which

comments would be the most beneficial for improving their writing skills. For instance,

not all comments would increase the story's effectiveness and, therefore, the students
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need to learn not only peer feedback techniques, but also how to develop their own

writing skills.

Question Three: What was the students* behaviour like during peer feedback

conferences?

For instance, did the students stay on task, did they help each other, or did they

provide each other with negative comments? Mendonca and Johnson (1994) noted that

support for peer interaction is based upon the Vygotskyian notion. The notion is "that

language use, whether written or oral, is a deeply rooted social act and, therefore that peer

interactions bring together the cognitive and social aspects of language by allowing peers

to construct meaning within the context of social interaction" (p. 746). Therefore,

according to the Vygotskyian notion, EFL students should be able to learn different

aspects of language through interactions with their peers. The Vygotskyian notion states

that social interactions have positive effects for students' learning outcomes. However, it

is also important to consider potential negative effects. For instance, if the students did

not have positive feelings towards peer feedback comments, they might show negative

behaviour while interacting such as being off task or arguing with each other. Therefore,

it is important to carefully look at the students' behaviour while interacting during peer

feedback conferences and to model the behaviour needed to be successful cooperators.

Question Four: What were the students* attitudes concerning peer feedback

conferences?

Dyson (1989) argues that the "social nature" of the classroom already establishes

the desire of young children to help and support each other. For example, Dyson states

that if one child drew a picture of a racecar, others would attempt to duplicate the picture
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because of their desire for social cohesion and friendship within the classroom.

According to Dyson, the young children's behaviour is reflected in their interactions.

Therefore, if students in this study liked peer feedback conferences, it might reflect in

their behaviour while interacting and they would have positive attitudes for peer

feedback conferences. However, it must be noted that according to Johnson and Johnson

(1990) teachers are still responsible to teach the skills necessary to learn the new

concepts and to teach cooperative behaviour necessary for successful group work.

Therefore, it is imperative to transform the "social nature" of the classroom labelled by

Dyson (1990) into an effective source of energy in order for students to learn and

develop skills.

Rationale

This study investigated whether or not 10- to 14-year-old EFL students could

provide feedback to their peers' writing. According to Graves (1983) and Calkins

(1990), many young students are able to successfully provide feedback to their peers'

writing and develop their writing skills. Urzua (1987) discovered that as young ESL

students received different feedback from their friends and teachers, they began to learn

and develop as writers. Peer collaboration is an important component in today's

classrooms. There are also an increasing number of ESL/EFL students learning to speak

and write. This changing demographic makes it important to learn more about peer

feedback within the EFL writing classroom.

Revisiting peer feedback is necessary because of the large number of ESL/EFL

students learning to speak and write in English. There have been some studies that

observed native-English-speaking children interacting during the writing classroom. For
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instance, Calkins (1990), Dyson (1983), Hilgers (1986), and Graves (1983) have all

observed children interacting and providing their peers with feedback. However, there is

a need to study EFL students to determine if they would benefit from this peer feedback

activity. IfEFL students were able to provide feedback, teachers could further develop

their use of this technique of peer feedback for EFL students. However, if the evidence

indicates that EFL students cannot provide feedback, then teachers need to discover the

reasons and help the students develop the new skills needed to be successful in their

learning or to provide other alternatives.

There have been studies, such as Graves (1983), Calkins (1990), and Hilgers

(1984) that investigated students participating in peer feedback conferences; however,

there are few recent studies. Samway (1993) and Urzua (1987) investigated young ESL

students providing feedback, but observed only a small group ofESL students. Joyce

(1997) studied seventh grade ESL students, comparing, self-editing, peer editing, and

engaged in teacher conferences. However, more information regarding the type of

comments that the EFL students used is needed to learn more about areas of growth. It

was therefore the objective of this study to gather more information regarding EFL

students providing peer feedback in order to draw conclusions that affect theory and

practice for using peer feedback conferences in the EFL classroom for students 10 to 14

years old. For instance, according to Vygotskyian theory, children learn language

through the process of social interactions (Mendonca & Johnson, 1994). Some

researchers such as Graves (1983) and Calkins (1990) state that many young children can

improve their writing with the help of peers; however they do not discuss the needs of

EFL students. According to Hudelson (1987), second language learners develop their
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new language in a manner similar to first language acquisition. Therefore, gathering

more information relating to 10- to 14-year-old EFL students would allow researchers

and teachers to draw conclusions on whether peer feedback is a valuable social language

learning tool for the students, a tool that helps them develop their writing skills.

Importance of Study

Insights gained from this study will contribute to a better understanding of second

language learners' ability to reflect on each other's writing and to offer feedback. There

have been studies, like those by Calkins (1990) and Graves (1983) who researched young

students' writing. They all concluded that peer feedback is an important component in a

writing classroom. However, most of the current researchers observed native-English-

speaking students. This study observed EFL students, 10 to 14 years old, interacting in a

peer feedback writing environment to discover more about what these students can

provide to their peers' writing.

In order to understand the importance of studying peer feedback in the EFL

classroom, it is necessary to first review the broader context of Cooperative Learning.

Cooperative Learning has become widely used in the classroom in various activities. For

instance, some Cooperative Learning activities involved students working on a computer

in pairs or working cooperatively on a research assignment. Researchers and teachers

have realized that teaching writing requires emphasis on the processes needed to help

students become good writers. For instance, teachers realized the need not only to teach

writing, but also to teach the different steps involved in writing, such as prewriting,

drafting, revising, and editing. Furthermore, with increased emphasis on Cooperative

Learning and the process approach to writing, teachers have begun to incorporate pair
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work within the writing class instead of providing a solitary writing environment.

However, much of the research in writing cooperatively has been done with native-

English students; therefore it is important to examine peer feedback within the EFL

writing classroom to gain a better understanding of the theoretical and practical

implications for EFL students 10 to 14 years old.

Furthermore, there has not been much research dealing with late elementary

ESL/EFL students. This makes it difficult to compare the practical use of peer feedback

within the EFL classroom. Joyce (1997) examined ESL students in grades 7, 8, and 9 to

determine the effects of self editing, peer editing, and teacher and student conferences.

Joyce concluded that the students who revised with a peer had revisions that were more

effective than the revisions from the students who revised alone. These studies, however,

investigated only a small number ofESL students and did not break down the form of

comments that the ESL students used; furthermore there was no comparison of older and

younger students' comments. Therefore, more studies need to be completed to gain a

better understanding of the theoretical and practical implications. For instance, were the

EFL students able to provide comments to their peers' writing in relation to the overall

content of writing similar to older native-English-speaking students, or were they able to

offer only lower level comments, such as a liking comment, instead of offering higher

level comments relating the content. Even though there have been studies regarding ESL

students and peer feedback, there still needs to be more research concerning peer

feedback in the writing classroom in relation to EFL students.

Samway (1993) and Urzua (1987) both observed a small number ofESL students

who immigrated to Canada from different countries. There still needs to be more
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research dealing with more ESL students in order to fully determine both the positive and

negative effects of peer feedback for the second language learner. This study observed

thirty 10- to 14-year-old EFL students interacting in a peer feedback writing classroom

and addressed the questions raised earlier.

Lindfors (1989) stated that "what's good for the first-language learner is good for

the second: Children develop language best by observing and engaging in authentic

communication-language used in situations that are meaningful and purposeful to

participants" (p. 68). Therefore, peer feedback conferences with EFL learners are

expected to be a positive experience, as past studies have shown it to be an effective

teaching technique for native-English-speaking children. However, unless more studies

observe EFL students, it is difficult to draw conclusions based on native-English-

speaking students even if there might be similarities in learning. It was, therefore,

important to study the implications of feedback for 10- to 14-year-old EFL students to

determine if this activity was a positive learning experience as it has been shown to be for

native-English-speaking students in previous studies mentioned.

Scope of Study

This study investigated not only whether EFL students could provide appropriate

feedback to their peers' writing, but also considered the students' perceptions about

writing collaboratively with their peers. The design of this study aimed to discover more

about what occurred during the EFL peer feedback conferences rather than to examine

the longitudinal development of the ability to provide peer feedback. The overall scope

of the study was to determine ifEFL students could provide feedback to their peers'

writing similar to native-English-speaking students.
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Outline of Remainder of Study

Chapter Two of this study reviews the literature concerning young children and young

adolescents participating in peer feedback in the writing classroom. Chapter Three

describes the methodology and procedures involved in this study, and Chapter Four

presents the analysis of the data. Chapter Five presents the conclusions and implications.

The appendixes have included all materials relevant to the study, such as the mini lesson

story and the questionnaire and a story that was used for student comments.





CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

The literature review covers two areas. First, it examines literature about the social

nature of learning, including research on Cooperative Learning. The social nature of

learning incorporates research that deals with students working together. The second

area examines the literature about students who participate in peer feedback conferences.

Peer feedback is any constructive criticism on ideas, vocabulary, or organization of

writing. The literature review was divided into the following categories:

> The social nature of learning (Cooperative Learning and writing cooperatively),

> Young native-English-speaking students and peer feedback,

> Young adolescent students and peer feedback,

> Young EFL students and peer feedback,

> Young EFL adolescent students and peer feedback.

This chapter includes literature on both native- and non-native-English-speaking

students because research has shown that young children learn first and second languages

in a similar manner. For instance, Hudelson (1989) states that for children "second

languages develop much as first languages do, learning in a rich and supportive

environment with their new language (in both oral and written form) and gradually

becoming more capable of using that language to fulfill their own and others' purposes"

(p. 270). The social nature of learning and the peer feedback areas of research have been

combined to provide the theoretical framework for the practical implementation of peer

feedback in the writing classroom.
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Cooperative Learning: Social Nature of learning

Researchers suggest that learning is a social experience where students learn

through their daily interactions with each other. According to the Vygotskyian theory

(Vygotsky 1994), the function of speech for both adults and children was mainly for

communication purposes, which essentially means social contact. Vygotsky believed that

children's social speech was divided into two aspects, egocentric and communicative

speech. According to his theory, egocentric speech emerges only when children have

learned to transfer their social and collaborative behaviour to their inner self. Vygotsky

thought that it was only when this social and egocentric speech emerges that thinking and

learning develops. According to Vygotsky, thought development and language are

interconnected; both are determined by the social and cultural experience that children

encounter during their lives. They are connected because children learn when they are

interacting and transferring experiences to their inner selves. This creates what Vygotsky

has termed the "proximal development" where learning involves a variety of internal

processes and where learning occurs when children are interacting with each other in

their regular environment. The interaction and cooperation with peers during the

proximal development allows children to internalize the necessary skills to develop the

tasks being taught. Vygotsky argued that once the children have internalized the skills,

they achieve the new skills. For instance, if children bounced a ball with peers and

practiced over and over, their experience cooperating with peers and practicing the skill

would help them to internalize the process and perfect bouncing a ball. It is, therefore,

argued that children need to interact with each other to develop the necessary learning

environment where children can internalize their skills.
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Vygotsky's idea about children's proximal development is that cooperation helps

to bridge the gap between what children's actual development is and their potential

development. According to Vygotsky, "What a child can do in cooperation today he can

do alone tomorrow" (Dixon-Krauss, 1996, p. 14). The idea is that the children must be

engaged in activities that are too difficult to perform independently but with support from

peers are able to work through the difficult process. According to Dixon-Krauss (1996),

Vygotsky' s ideas about language development and learning within the proximal

development are a good model to apply to language learning. First of all Dixon-Krauss

states that Vygotsky believes that language is a form of social communication and that

literacy is also a form of communication. Students need to learn to develop their writing

in order share its meaning with others. A teachers' role is to provide support in the

proximal development level and collaboratively through social interactions students learn

to develop their writing.

Cooperative Learning is another theory, which advocates the use of social

interactions for learning. Similar to the Vygotskian theory. Cooperative Learning

(Johnson and Johnson, 1990, Sharon, 1980) advocates that children's learning is optimal

when cooperating with others instead of working individually. There are many different

aspects to Cooperative Learning, such as group size, incentives used, and the method of

cooperation used among students. Similar to peer feedback conferences, Cooperative

Learning uses small groups to help students with their learning, but there are different

aspects to the type of incentives used to motivate students to cooperate. For instance, an

incentive task structure was when two or more students were in a situation where the

"reward" depended on each individual's effort to accomplish the particular goals (Slavin,
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1983). For example, Slavin states that if three people were driving in a car and the car

became stuck, the reward was accomplished only when everyone helped the car to

become unstuck. Therefore, the three people were rewarded because they could continue

their trip without delay. Slavin states, that it is not necessary to have all of the

participants work together toward the same goal in an incentive task structure. For

instance, a wrestling team cannot help each other win a match, but their scores are

totalled together to accumulate points. The winning wrestling team would be the one

whose total points are higher than the other team's. Therefore, the students do not

cooperate to finish the task, but their cooperation begins when their scores are added to

achieve their team's goals.

Johnson and Johnson (1990) state that Cooperative Learning groups are not only

divided by incentive structures, but they are also divided into three different group types.

The groups are determined by the following categories:

> Formal Cooperative Groups: This type of group usually runs from several minutes

to several classes. Students can solve a problem, complete a unit, or even provide

feedback to their peers' writing.

> Informal Cooperative Groups: This type of group is temporary and will include

only one discussion or one class period. This type of group can be used especially at the

end of a lecture to have students work together to organize and explain the learning

material from the day's lesson. For example, at the end of a lecture the paired students

would discuss what they learned fi"om the lesson to clarify the concepts.

> Cooperative Base Groups: This type of group is considered a long-term group
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where the students are responsible for providing each other with encouragement and

assisting one another in their learning. The base groups may last for at least one

semester, but preferably more than a year, where students could become committed to

assist each other over a long period of time.

Understanding Cooperative Learning is important to this study because the

researcher examined peer feedback in the EFL classroom, which used the formal

cooperative group structure where the students were responsible only to provide feedback

to their peers' writing. Students worked independently on their writing, but still worked

cooperatively guiding each other in their writing development. Therefore, Cooperative

Learning theory was an important component of the literature review to help understand

the educational implications of small group work within the writing classroom.

Cooperative Learning has been accepted and implemented into educational

practice. Researchers such as Wheeler and Ryan (1973), Skon, Johnson, and Johnson

(1981), Sharon (1980) and D. Johnson, Johnson, Johnson, and Anderson (1976) have all

advocated the positive effects of Cooperative Learning in education. Wheeler and Ryan

(1973) examined 88 fifth- and sixth-graders in three different subject groups to discover

the effects of cooperative and competitive classroom environments on the students'

attitudes and achievement. The three different methods involved in the study were:

cooperative, competitive, and control. The cooperative group was defined as a group

where all rewards were measured by the entire group's work, whereas for the competitive

group the outcomes were not dependent on the group's work and one member might

receive more rewards depending on individual work and effort. Both the cooperative and

competitive groups received the same content for the lesson; however the teaching
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technique differed. The control group studied a different unit in social studies and did not

do group work. Wheeler and Ryan concluded that the cooperative students liked sharing

and working together more than the competitive students. Although they learned the

same content, the cooperative group students enjoyed social studies more than the

competitive group. No significant results were found between the two groups; however,

both competitive and cooperative groups yielded higher results than the control group. It

is important to note that Wheeler and Ryan suggest that the results may have been biased

since the tests taken by all students were of a competitive nature, and therefore the

competitive group had an advantage. There have been other studies, like Skon et al.

(1981), which indicate a positive effect not only on students' attitudes, but also on

achievement levels.

Skon, Johnson and Johnson (1981) examined 86 first-grade students comparing

peer interaction with individual competition to determine differences in achievement and

cognitive skills. The competitive and cooperative groups were randomly divided into

heterogeneous and homogeneous groups of three. The competitive groups were assigned

the same work as the cooperative groups, but were instructed to work independently

trying to compete for first, second, or third place. The cooperative groups were all

responsible to work together with everyone participating and knowing the material.

There were three learning tasks, categorization and retrieval, metaphor paraphrase and

explanation, and a math story. The categorization and retrieval problem required the

students to categorize and memorize the 12 noun words and picture cards. All students

were individually asked questions regarding the words that they had learned. The

metaphor paraphrase and the explanation task involved seven metaphor items, and the
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Students were required to think about what each metaphor meant. The subjects were then

individually asked what each metaphor meant. The third task involved the students

working with 10 math problems. During the testing, each student was given the same

math problems to solve. The last part of this study involved the researcher asking each

student questions regarding attitudes about the way they worked, either independently or

cooperatively. Skon, Johnson and Johnson (1981) concluded that the results show that

cooperative interactions with peers provide the opportunity for higher achievement levels

than competitive and individual work. For instance, in seven out of the eight learning

tasks the cooperative groups yielded a higher achievement level than the other groups.

The results also indicated that the students in the cooperative groups believed that their

peers were more supportive of their learning and efforts.

Johnson, Johnson, Johnson and Anderson (1976) also studied the effects of

cooperative instruction versus individualized instruction on students' behaviour and

achievement. This study involved 30 fifth-grade students over a 17-day period. Prior to

the study, all students were required to write an achievement test to record their

achievement levels. Fourteen students were included in the individualized learning

group, and the remaining 16 students were placed in cooperative groups. Each

cooperative group consisted of one higher achiever, two average achievers, and one low

achiever. The students received lessons regarding concepts related to sentence structure.

All of the students received the same lesson. However, the cooperative groups were

permitted to work in their small groups, and the individualized groups were required to

work alone. At the end of the study, all students wrote two achievement tests. The

results indicated that the cooperative groups felt that their teachers liked and cared more
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about them and the students were able to express their feeUngs more than the

individualized learning students. The cooperative groups also felt closer to their peers

than the individualized learning students, eind the individualized students were more

concerned with keeping their peers quiet. Moreover, there were higher percentages of

students who liked the way they were learning in the cooperative rather than the

individualized groups. Regarding achievement levels, the cooperative groups yielded

fewer errors than the individualized students and were able to use more words. The

teachers indicated that the students in the cooperative groups were more likely to follow

directions and spent less time waiting for assistance from the teacher. Overall, the results

showed a positive experience for students in cooperative groups.

Johnson, Johnson, and Scott (1978) also studied the effects of cooperative and

individualized instructions on students' attitudes and achievement. The study examined

students in grade 5 and 6 math classes, comparing the effects of cooperative goal

structures versus individualization. Fourteen of the students were placed in the

individualized goal structures, and the other16 students were placed in the cooperative

structures. The cooperative groups were required to work together, whereas the

individualized learners had to work independently. At the end of the week, the

cooperative groups and individualized learners had to record the number of problems that

were answered incorrectly. The teacher interviewed each independent learner and each

cooperative learning group to reflect upon their goal structures. The students were also

given post-test questionnaires and interviewed to determine students' attitudes regarding

working with others. The results of the teacher interviews clearly showed that all

students, both individualized, and cooperative structures understood the procedures of
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their goal structures. Johnson, Johnson, Johnson and Anderson (1976) concluded that

the students who worked in cooperative groups held more positive attitudes towards

working with others than the individualized learning students. Overall, the cooperative

groups felt more motivated and held more positive attitudes towards their teachers.

Johnson, Johnson, Johnson and Anderson (1976) also concluded that the cooperative

groups were able to answer more questions correctly and used less time than the

individualized students; therefore, the cooperative groups yielded better attitudes towards

working with peers and produced more accurate work.

Sharon (1980) is another researcher who examined the achievement levels of

elementary students in small-group learning versus whole-class learning. This study

involved 10 classrooms. In five classrooms with a total of 108 students ranging from

grades 2 to 6, the teachers received training to use small group teaching. In the remaining

five classrooms with 109 students total, all the teachers used the traditional, whole-class

teaching. All materials necessary to teach the lessons were identical for both the whole-

class group and the small-group instruction. The students in the small-group classrooms

planned their lessons in terms of subtopics, division of labour, and used the resources for

their groups' discussions. The whole-class instruction group received verbal lessons

from their teachers and did not plan the division of labour. Sharon concluded that in

three out of the five grade levels, the cooperative groups yielded higher achievement

scores on the harder questions when compared to the traditional whole-class groups.

However, the grade 2 students in the traditional, whole-class teaching received higher

scores for both the easy and difficult questions compared to the cooperative group

students. For the easier questions, there were mixed results for both the traditional
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teaching and small group teaching. Sharon (1980) concluded that small group teaching is

not less efficient than using the traditional teaching, but is a positive alternative. Sharon

also suggested that for the two grades, grade 3 and grade 5, who did not exceed their

traditional learning peers, the results might be due to the fact that the teachers had just

acquired the skill of using small groups. Therefore, they could have needed more time to

learn to implement the new style. For instance, Sharon stated that for grade 3, the teacher

did not fully implement small-group learning as the small-group learning accounted for

only 30% of teaching time, whereas the grade 5 teachers used 55% of the observational

time using small-group instruction. However, Sharon advocates the use of small-group

teaching but emphasizes the necessary skills needed for teachers to fully implement the

process.

There have been many more studies involving the study of the effects of

Cooperative Learning in the classroom (Johnson & Johnson, 1979, Sharon, 1980, Webb,

1982). However, the researchers who advocate Cooperative Learning all stress the

positive effects of Cooperative Learning versus individual instruction. These researchers

clearly demonstrated that students have gained in their achievements when working in

small groups as well as fostered positive attitudes towards peers of diverse backgrounds.

Cooperative Learning encompasses the social nature of learning, but students and

teachers must develop the skills needed for this new form of classroom activity.

Writing: Social Nature of Learning

Dyson (1990) also states that the use of the social nature is important. He does

not use the term Cooperative Learning; however he suggests that students should work

together while learning which is a major part of Cooperative Learning. Dyson studied
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"Sonia" and "Jake" and their kindergarten peers for 2 years. In this classroom, the

students were free to talk and give each other feedback comments about their work.

Dyson concluded that the students worked together and supported each other's ideas and

work through the classroom's social network. The term social network is used to

emphasize the students' natural desire to work and share their ideas collaboratively.

According to Johnson and Johnson (1990), students who have never been taught

cooperative behaviour should not be expected to cooperate effectively but must learn to

become successful communicators, builders of trust, maintainers of leadership, and

managers of conflicts before using the social network effectively. Dyson (1989), similar

to Johnson and Johnson (1990), believed that the teacher must provide an envirormient

that enhances the students' social energy. Dyson stated that the social energy already

established the students' desire to help and support one another. Often the kindergarten

students in Dyson's study provided assistance or guidance spontaneously because of the

students' social energy and connection with each other. The social "network" of

friendship provided the basis for collaboration within the writing classroom.

Beaumont (1999) studied 33 students in a second-grade classroom and then

examined their social cormections. Eleven of the 33 students were special education

students. This study included data collected from the oral communications that the

students produced during small group and independent work periods over nine months.

Beaumont concluded that the classroom provided a unique social atmosphere where

students tried to establish themselves as friends and as equal partners in learning, even

those students having difficulty in school. Beaumont discovered that the special

education students offered more help than the other students in the classroom and
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suggested that perhaps these students were trying to estabHsh themselves as equal

learners in an attempt to fit into the social network of the classroom. Beaumont

concluded that teachers must understand this social network in their classrooms when

providing an environment where students are helping each other, as it creates a situation

where students must prove themselves as efficient collaborators. Therefore, it is

important to examine the students' interactions with each other during peer feedback

conferences. Examining interactions will help to determine if there is a natural desire for

helping and supporting each other within the classroom. If there was a desire to support

each other, teachers would have to help support this desire by providing specific

strategies that allow all students to be successfiil collaborators.

Scardamalia and Bereiter's (1991) research is regarding cooperative learning but

in relation to computers. Scardamalia and Bereiter (1991) state that both adults and

children have a zone of proximal development and that children can take a more active

role in their knowledge acquisition. Teachers usually ask the questions to help students

and lead them to higher-level learning, however, Scardamalia and Bereiter argue that the

children can create knowledge questions and the challenge is to create environments

where children can use their questions to build upon their learning. Computer supported

Intentional Learning Environments (CSILE) is under study by Scardamalia and Bereiter

(1991). CSILE was designed to allow students to cooperate together commenting on

each others' writing projects by adding comment texts. Students can cooperate without

being in the same room. They can raise questions and comment on each others' writing

through databases. According to Scardamalia and Bereiter (1991) CSILE can offer

cooperative learning even for less able students.
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The social nature of learning and the Cooperative Learning theory was an

important aspect in the literature review because peer feedback is a component of

learning while working together. All studies reviewed showed a positive effect on

students' learning, but also showed the importance of teaching the students how to work

together effectively. The students might have a natural desire to work together, but some

students might not be able to work cooperatively without the necessary skills and some

students might try to prove themselves as equal learners without the skills to be

successful. The classroom has a unique social atmosphere, but the students must develop

the communication skills necessary to develop their ideas effectively.

Writing Process

In the past, during the 1960's and early 1970's writing instruction and practice

used to be "product oriented." Teachers would provide a model for students to practice

and copy, and then the teachers would make the revisions. Students would rarely make

their own revisions, and the main emphasis was on the end product, not the process that

writers use as they write. However, today writing instruction and practice have changed.

Writing is now seen as a "process-oriented" approach. Teachers will guide students

through the process and teach them different skills such as brainstorming or revising.

The "process-oriented" approach is goal directed with three major processes involved:

planning, sentence generation, and revision (Flower& Hayes, 1986).

The planning stage is where students generate their goals and subgoals and

organize them into a hierarchal order that will help them with their writing task. During

the planning stage, writers need to think about their topic, gather information, and also

think about their intended audience. Experienced writers are able to produce and
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organize their goals, subgoals, and knowledge and efficiently put them into logical

sequences, whereas beginner writers often have difficulty elaborating the more complex

plans and organization. Children can even produce a list of topics, information, and the

language needed to develop their writing, but older children can organize their

information in more complex detail (Flower & Hayes 1987).

The next stage is called "sentence generation process" otherwise known as

composing or drafting. This is the stage where writers begin to put together their plan

and interpret their materials sentence by sentence. It is important to note that when

writers compose during this "sentence generation process" they might not necessary go

straight to the next stage as all stages in the "process approach" or interconnected.

Writers might choose to plan, start to compose, but go back to the planning stage and

then they might begin to compose again. The process is not a straight path to a

completed product (Flower & Hayes, 1987).

The revision process is a very important aspect of the whole writing process.

Many writers have difficulty with this stage. Flower and Hayes (1986) defined revision

as the writers' attempt to improve their writing. Research has discovered that there is not

only a difference between experienced and beginner writers during the sentence

generation process, but there is also a difference during the revision process. For

instance, beginner vmters usually spend more time revising more local errors such as

sentence structure, while experienced writers will spend more time revising global errors,

which generally change the overall meaning of their writing (Flower & Hayes, 1987).
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Young Children and Peer Feedback

This study reviewed literature dealing with young students from the age of 4 to 10

participating in peer feedback conferences, but more studies involving 10- to

14-year-olds will be discussed in more detail in order to provide the framework for a

better understanding of the interactions within the writing classroom. For instance, this

literature helped to determine ifyoung children were able to provide feedback to their

peers writing similarly to older students. Peer feedback is a form of Cooperative

Learning because students work together to enhance their learning, and therefore this

review continues to expand on the social nature of learning but deals only with the

writing aspect of collaboration.

Calkins (1990) observed a native-English-speaking student named Susie and her

classmates throughout grades 1 to 4 while they were interacting in a writing workshop.

Observation of Susie's growth as a writer and her interactions with peers led Calkins to

conclude that students could interact with each other and develop the necessary

questioning techniques needed for peer feedback. Calkins argued that students were able

to collaborate and help each other develop their writing, but that it was also critical for

the teacher to teach the students the necessary language and skills to provide feedback.

According to Samway (1992), teachers should provide daily mini lessons that supply

students with the critical elements of writing. For instance, Samway believed that the

students needed to internalize conference strategies for peer feedback conferences.

Samway argued that students could learn to conference by their observations of

conferences led by teachers. According to Samway, a conference can focus on meaning

of the writing, "is the story clear, does it grab the reader's attention," or style, "the way it
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was written matches the genre intended" and editing for "mechanical issues within the

writing."

Graves (1983) also observed native-English-speaking students and advocated the

use of writing workshops for student writers. He stated that even very young students

aged 6 and 7 have little difficulty with sharing writing with their peers and were delighted

at being asked questions. Graves argued that it is the social nature of young students that

helped to reinforce collaboration and the sharing of ideas within the classroom setting.

According to Graves peer feedback involves the sharing of and listening to ideas and then

responding to those ideas. The idea of peer feedback is that students share their ideas and

help develop each other's writing and learn about the role of the audience. As the

students become better writers they become more efficient at providing feedback to their

peers' writing. Graves believed that the students' cooperation together while writing

allowed them to receive immediate feedback that helped them make revisions. Similar to

Calkins (1990), Graves believed that teachers need to model appropriate feedback

strategies to provide students with the necessary skills and knowledge needed for peer

feedback providers.

Lamme and Childers (1983) observed the composing process of young students

aged 2 to 4. Over 6 months they attempted to discover what the students' composing

process (drawing and writing as much as they could) was like and what the students'

behaviour was like during their writing. Lamme and Childers' discovered that the young

students in their study continuously talked to each other about their pictures and writing

in a natural setting. They concluded that some of the students did not even produce a
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verbal response, but instead created the exact same text as their peer.^ Other students did

provide the verbal feedback examined in other studies such as, "I like your picture."

Lamme and Childers suggested that the immediate feedback from peers helped the

students develop positive feelings about being writers.

Dyson (1983) also believed that the immediate feedback from peers helped to

foster positive feelings about writing in young children. For instance, if a student writes

about an apple and another students' says, "I like your apple," this would encourage that

student to continue writing or drawing. He researched the role of oral language in early

writing while 22 kindergarten students were writing at school. Dyson recorded the

spontaneous discussions that occurred throughout the young students' composing process

for three months. The researcher occasionally asked students questions to clarify their

composing process. For instance, the following is an example of one occasion:

C: (Child has just drawn a dinosaur.) I'm gonna' write three more things.

(Child makes letter-like forms.)

Dy: What are you writing?

C: The dinosaur.

Dy: (I am unsure as to whether child is writing the words the dinosaur or if the

dinosaur is the topic of the writing.) Did you say that says "the dinosaur"?

C: This gonna' be the dinosaur's name (writing. ...).... I don't know what is says.

(That is, the child has written about the dinosaur's unknown name-the child has

not written the dinosaur.). (Dyson, 1983, p. 7)

" Lamme and Childers (1993) stated that the children who copied their peer's picture or writing were

providing that peer with a nonverbal feedback informing their peer that his or her work was good enough to

reproduce. They considered it to be the same as verbal feedback, but at a younger stage than verbal

feedback.
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Dyson's (1983) research concluded that writing within the classroom was both an oral

and graphical activity. He also suggested that it was the oral discussions between the

children that helped some of the students to produce written work and become positive

writers.

Kasten (1997) also observed children in a writing classroom similar to Dyson

(1983). However, she observed students in grades 3 and 4 in a collaborative writing

environment. Kasten listened to her students while they interacted with each other during

their writing assignments. Students would interact with each other while they wrote,

shared ideas, and helped each other with the process. It was concluded that even though

peer feedback conferences were noisy, the students were still able to respond to each

other and learn over the noise. The peer conversation supported the writing process by

providing a collaborative environment. The students could learn and develop as writers

since they shared their writing with peers, and were able to learn to take audience into

perspective through this sharing of writing. The evidence supported using peer feedback

with young, native-speaking students because the immediate feedback from peers helped

the students to develop their writing skills.

Hilgers (1986) also advocated the use of a collaborative writing environment. In

his study, Hilgers observed four students' evaluative techniques from grades 2 to 4. The

study's main focus of investigation was to determine if the students' evaluation of their

peers' writing changed over time and if the changes were related to the changes in the

students' language and writing development. Students were asked to evaluate their own

writing and their peers' writing during an interview and during peer conferencing. This

is an important study to consider, as Hilgers concluded that the students' feedback
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comments changed over time and that they could also provide a wide range ofcomments

to help each other with the revision process. However, this study involved only young,

native-English-speaking students, and therefore more studies need to be completed in

order to determine if ESL/EFL students can provide feedback comments to their peers'

writing.

The research clearly emphasizes the importance of using a collaborative writing

environment for native-English-speaking students even as young as 4 years old. All

studies reviewed argued that the students were able to improve their writing with the help

of a peer because the immediate feedback allowed them to learn to take audience into

perspective and learn to appreciate themselves as writers. However, there still needs to

be more research reviewed dealing with older students and ESL/EFL students learning to

write with the help of their peers in order to understand the implications for second

language learners.

Young Adolescents and Peer Feedback

A literature review of young adolescent students providing peer feedback is an

important component to understand the implications of this collaboration for older

students. For instance, is there a difference between what type of comments younger and

older students can provide to their peers' writing, and how can these comments affect the

collaboration and writing skills?

Russell (1985) studied peer feedback conferencing with four students in grade 6.

Peer conferencing is when students confer with each other, providing questions or

comments to help each other make revisions. The four students involved in the study

were chosen based on their test scores. Two students were chosen because they fell in
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the low range of test scores, and the other two were chosen because their test scores were

in the high range. Russell concluded that peer conferencing helped the students to

develop writing skills. He also discovered that poor writers and good writers were both

able to conference with each other; however, the good writers tended to provide a "good"

conference. According to Russell, "good" conferences were considered to be the ones

that helped the students develop their writing further, such as addressing issues about

overall understanding or adding more details to the basic idea to help each other make

revisions for stronger and clearer writing. Russell suggested that by conferencing with

each other, the weaker writers were able to improve their writing more quickly because

they received immediate feedback. Therefore, even if the writing activity was noisier

with peer feedback than a self-editing activity, students listened to each other and better

developed their writing skills and ability to express their ideas.

Hilgers (1984) observed six native English-speaking students in grades 2, 3, 5, 6,

and 8 for 6 months. The study investigated students' evaluative statements to writing.

The purpose of the study was to discover if the students' evaluative statements could be

grouped together and whether the students' statements developed over time. Each

student had to read and rate three different pieces of writing before arranging them in

order of preference. The second task required each student to rate his or her own work on

the basis of quality. All students were asked to explain their preferences during an

interview. For instance, during the interview the researcher would ask each student why

he or she liked the particular stories or state why he or she did not like the other stories.

The following is an example of an interview between T.H. (Hilgers), the researcher, and

Lucas:
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T.H.: Why is the first story better?

LUCAS: Because of the birthday party and when. . .1 don't know. The teacher. . .1

Ulced the mother looked Hke one of the kindergarten teacher.

T.H.: Did you Uke the other story, Lucas?

LUCAS: No.

T.H.: Not so much. Why not?

LUCAS: Because I don't Uke the part where you get a crack in the centre [of the

cake].

T.H.: You don't like the part where you get a crack in the centre. Why don't you

like it?

LUCAS: I don't understand it.

T.H.: What about the birthday party story? Why is it better?

LUCAS: Because I go to plenty people's birthday party.

(Hilgers, 1984,p. 369)

The above example outlines that the student was able to comment on his

understanding of writing, but he still needed some help remembering to provide an

explanation of his reasoning for not liking or liking a particular story. The child was able

to make a "good" comment regarding his peer's writing. Hilgers (1984) concluded that

all evaluations were learned and that the students only used the familiar vocabulary.

Therefore, it is important to help students develop the vocabulary and writing experience

needed to provide the appropriate feedback about writing. For instance, a new writer

would not be able to provide a comment relating to the coherence of text, but a more

experienced writer should have no difficulty with this task. Hilgers suggested that
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teachers needed to provide the students with the skills they need when involved in peer

feedback conferencing. A teacher should model the technique of evaluating peers'

v^iting by including information regarding content of writing instead of only mentioning

liking a piece of text (Hilgers, 1984).

Potter (1990) expanded Hilgers' s (1984) research by using a larger sample size

and different achievement levels in terms of their reading scores on the California Test of

Basic Skills. Twenty-seven students were asked to comment on their own writing and

their peers' writing to discover whether there was a difference in comments constructed

by lower level and higher level achieving students. The study also examined whether

there was a difference resulting from the text examined. All of the students were able to

successfully make comments about their peers' writing. Potter concluded that the

response to the writing by the lower fifth-grade students was similar to the results in

Hilgers' s (1984) study. However, Potter found that the older students' comments mainly

matched the comments produced by Hilgers' s younger students. For instance, Potter

found that the lower level achieving students used more personal comments, such as "I

like your story because it reminds me ofmy trip," which were similar to the younger

students' comments in Hilgers's (1984) research. According to Hilgers's research

results, the older students were able to provide more textual items, such as "I don't

understand how you arrived at the beach."

Gere and Abbott (1985) also examined older students interacting in writing

groups. They observed nine groups of students in grades 5, 8, and 9. The main objective

of this study was to examine the language of writing groups to determine what students

discussed during the peer feedback group work. The analysis was comprised of 37 group
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meetings and the collection of both narratives and exposition stories. Each comment

made during the peer group work was divided into idea units. According to Gere and

Abbott, idea units "are segments of discourse that coincide with a person's focus of

attention" (p. 367). The results indicated that the topics of discussion during the peer

group work differed with grade level and with the type of discourse. For all grades, the

most common unit for both narrative and expository text was relating to content of

writing, with the grade 5 students making the highest number of content comments. The

findings also indicated that both the grade 8 and grade 9 students provided a significantly

higher number of comments related to the form and the context of writing than did the

grade 5 students. Gere and Abbott concluded that writing groups enable students to

become more conscious as writers. The amount of discussions that occurred regarding

idea units versus the amount of discussion about the writing process showed that the

students were able to be successful group members. The students were more concerned

with the quality of writing than with the writing process.

Olson (1990) observed older students during the writing process. The purpose for

the study was to examine the effect that peer feedback had on the revision quality.

Olson's study involved 93 grade 6 students with the following pair or group instruction:

Group one received revision instructions and revised with a peer; group two revised with

a peer but received no revision instruction. The third group received revision instructions

but revised alone and the fourth group did not receive revision instructions but revised

alone. The findings indicated that the majority of students who worked with a peer

revised less in the content of their writing compared to those who revised without a peer.

However, Olson concluded that the students who had revision instruction and revised
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with a peer wrote higher quality rough and final drafts, and those who just revised with a

peer but had no revision instruction wrote the second highest quality rough and final

drafts.

The studies reviewed indicate a positive learning experience for young, native-

English-speaking adolescent students. As the students became older, they were able to

provide more content-related experience, which would reflect their growth as writers. A

difference between lower and higher achieving students was found in the quality of

comments made; however, the lower achieving students were able to develop their

writing because of the immediate feedback from their peers. The research indicates a

positive experience for both young students and young adolescent students, but these

results examined only native-English-speaking students, and therefore studies involving

EFL/ESL students also need to be reviewed.

Young ESL/EFL Students and Peer Feedback

Literature about young ESL/EFL students between the ages of 4 and 10 was

reviewed to determine the similarities and differences between the students to gain a

better understanding of the implications for using peer feedback with non-native-English-

speaking students. The literature was used to determine if young ESL/EFL students were

able to provide effective feedback to their peers' writing similar to native-English-

speaking students.

Urzua (1987), unlike the other studies mentioned, observed four young ESL

students for 6 months, recording their comments made during peer response conferences.

One of the main goals for this study was to discover what the students did with the verbal

help of their peers and what effect the verbal help had on the students' understanding of
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the importance of audience when writing. Data were taken from the peer conferences

and journals in order to determine how the students were developing as writers. This

study observed that the students, with the help of their peers, developed a sense of voice,

audience, and a sense of power in language through their participation in peer feedback

conferences. For instance, Urzua stated that the students began to take audience into

perspective through questions like, "tell us where you were going," and the particular

student making a reminder note. Vuong, a fifth-grade student involved in the study, took

notice of audience by the help of his peers and decided to make changes in his second

draft. The sense of voice occurred when the children began to want to choose their own

topics. According to Urzua, a sense of voice occurred through the children's choices they

made when writing. For instance, another student, Cham's, first four drafts of a story did

not mention much about what the future would be like; however over the time of the

study the student developed a sense of voice, describing more about the future. In fact,

the sense of voice helped the writer to develop the story more effectively by expanding

the use of time in the setting of the story. Urzua stated that the students also grew and

developed a sense of power in language by being able to express themselves and wanting

to know more about language. For instance, questions like "What is jaw?" or "I don't

know what a laser is" showed that the children began to discuss language and gain a

better understanding of its importance. The students, even though they were ESL

learners, effectively provided their peers with feedback.

Samway (1993), like Urzua (1987), studied 15 young, non-native-English-

speaking students in grade two to grade six in their writing class. Samway (1993)

observed and interviewed the young students to determine what comments the ESL
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Students made while evaluating their peers' and their own writing. The main objective

was to discover the evaluation criteria that the young ESL students used while evaluating

their own writing and their peers' writing. A second objective was to determine if there

was a difference in comments produced regarding authorship of the writing. Every time

a student made a comment about a story, it was recorded using the modified comment

headings from Hilgers's (1986) research. Samway divided the student responses into

nine different categories: Retelling, Liking, Surface features. Understanding, Crafting,

Value-related, Entertainment, Real/Fictional, and Miscellaneous. Samway concluded

that the students, regardless of age were able to comment about peers' writing and were

able to focus on meaning. However, the younger students made more general

understanding comments, and the older students made more crafting comments.

Understanding comments were based on whether the story made sense to the reader,

whereas crafting comments were based on how well a story had been developed. It was

also concluded that there seemed to be no difference in the evaluation comments used by

the young students when evaluating their own writing or their peers'.

According to the research reviewed for this study, young ESL/EFL students were

able to provide comments to their peers' writing similar to native-English-speaking

students and even developed as writers. Samway (1993) and Urzua (1987) both argue for

the use of peer feedback, similar to Graves (1983) and Calkins (1990), who argued for

native-English-speaking students. However, it is important to review literature about

young, adolescent ESL/EFL students as well to determine if they can also develop their

feedback comments, making more elaborate and more content-related comments similar

to the growth in techniques used by young, native-English-speaking adolescent students.
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Young Adolescent ESL/EFL Students

The following literature was reviewed because the researchers examined young

ESL/EFL adolescent students from the ages of 10 to 14. The purpose of this review was

to determine the implications of using peer feedback with non-native-English-speaking

students. The review was used to determine if EFL/ESL students were able to provide

similar comments to native-English-speaking students in order to gain a better

understanding ofhow peer feedback will affect the students' writing process.

Joyce (1997) examined the improvement of the writing of 24 seventh-grade ESL

students in comparing peer editing and self editing and teacher-student conferences. The

students were given a pre- and post-writing competency test. Joyce concluded that the

majority of students improved in their writing. For instance, 46% of the students went

from being nonwriters to limited writers, and 29% went from limited writers to

competent writers. Only 25% achieved only a higher level of scores instead of actually

achieving a higher competency level when comparing the pre-and post-test scores. After

the self-editing instruction, Joyce (1997) compared the pre- and post-test results.

According to the results, 54% students showed some gain in their writing level. After the

peer editing conference was held, the researcher compared the results of the post-test to

the pre-test to determine if any benefits to writing had occurred. The results indicated

that 79% of the students showed improvement in their writing. The researcher compared

the pre- and post-tests after the introduction to self-editing, to peer editing, and to the

student-teacher conferences and discovered that 92% of the students showed an

improvement in their writing. Joyce also discovered that the students' fiiistration level

with writing decreased over the period of the study; however; there were some students
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who still disliked writing. Joyce (1997) concluded that the study had limitations because

some students missed some of the classes, and therefore the students did not receive all

the instructions or participate in peer editing. The possible writing gains cannot be

attributed entirely to one aspect of the study since not all students received the same

instructions for self editing, peer editing, and teacher-student conferencing. This study

does not isolate peer feedback, which makes it difficult to compare; however there is

limited research dealing with ESL young adolescent students interacting in peer feedback

sessions.

Summary

There has been much research on the importance of social learning and training of

both students and teachers. Cooperative Learning is advocated by Wheeler and Ryan

(1973), Skon, Johnson and Johnson (1981), Johnson, Johnson, Johnson and Anderson

(1978), and Sharon (1980). All indicate the positive effects that group work has on

students' achievement levels. Dyson (1990) also emphasised the use of small groups,

especially in the writing classroom because he believed that the social nature of children

helped the students to become stronger writers.

Graves (1983), Calkins (1990), Hilgers (1986), Potter (1990), and Olson (1990)

all indicate the use of peer feedback in the native-English writing classroom as an

important instructional tool needed to help young and older students become more

efficient writers. Samway (1993), Urzua (1987), and Joyce (1997) all advocate the use of

peer feedback in the ESL v^iting classroom; however, a modified study involving more

EFL students is needed. Many researchers have advocated the importance of a

collaborative writing environment for both young students and young adolescent students
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who are native-English speaking. However in order to have a better understanding of the

implications for young adolescent EFL students, more studies need to be examined. The

questions of whether young adolescent EFL students can provide comments to their

peers' writing and what revisions if any were made regarding peers' comments still need

to be addressed.





CHAPTER THREE: METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

Introduction: Description of Research Methodology

According to research by Calkins (1990) and Graves (1983), younger and older

native-English speaking students learn to improve their writing with the help of peers.

Lindfors (1989) states, "what's good for the first language learner is good for the second:

Children develop language used in situations that are meaningful and purposeful to

participants" (p. 43). The identity hypothesis states that first language acquisition and

second language acquisition develop similarly. For instance second language learners

develop the same stages as children develop when learning their first language. However

there are controversial issues relating to second language acquisition theory. For

instance, the "critical age period" for language learners states that younger children

acquire second language acquisition easier and with a higher degree of success than older

students. This theory states that older students are unable to achieve native like

proficiency, as younger students would be able to. According to this theory an older

student's brain becomes literalised which makes it difficult to acquire a new language.

However, the "critical age" hypothesis does not represent any difficulty because the

participants had already begun learning English during their early elementary years.

(Marinova-Todd, Marshall and Snow, 2000)

This study took the form of a case study involving 10- to- 14 year-old EFL

students and used a descriptive analysis of the data. There were six research steps

involved in the study, which are illustrated in Figure I. Interview questions (Appendix

A) were asked to ascertain previous experience with Cooperative Learning in the writing

classroom and to determine the students' personal feelings and thoughts on peer
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feedback. All writing has been transferred into electronic format. The transcription of

students' individual peer conferences and larger peer conferences has been utilized to

study the students' comments. The students' first and second drafts have been analyzed

to determine if any revisions match the peer feedback comments. The data were

collected during 3 days of observation, each period lasting approximately an hour. The

research involved six stages of observation or interviewing students. The six steps are

illustrated in Figure 1 . Step one, as shovm in Figure 1 , required the students to prevmte

their ideas before they began to compose a story. Step two in Figure 1 required the

students to begin to compose their writing into a first draft. The researcher observed the

students during the prewriting stage to determine if any natural feedback transpired .

between students. These two steps lasted approximately one hour, but because students

wrote at different levels some students took longer to finish the process. The students

were not under time constraints for their writing, because all students were permitted to

work until finished. The time fi*ame established was used only as a general guide.

Step three shown in Figure 1 involved the students in a formal conference with

peers to improve their writing, while step four represents another composing process. At

this point the students produced a second draft, possibly with revisions based on their

peers' comments or other revisions that they felt were necessary. Steps three and four

were combined and lasted approximately one hour. Step five in Figure 1 was voluntary.

All students were required to participate in the conference, but only the students who

volunteered to share their stories were invited to share their work. The other students

were required to listen to their peers' story and then respond with a comment. Step six

was combined with step five and lasted one hour. During Step 6 the researcher asked the
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Composing

Step Four
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Figure 1 . Sequence of research steps
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students questions (Appendix A) about their past collaborative experience with writing

and their opinions about peer feedback.

Research Design

This case study examined the oral language ofEFL students from 10 to 14 years

old participating in a peer feedback conference. The research design was in the form of a

case study. The researcher wanted to observe the interactions amongst the EFL students

without interfering with the classroom atmosphere. According to Yin (1994), case

studies allow researchers not only to observe a situation in its natural environment, but

also to use a variety of different sources for data collections. The researcher was

therefore able to observe the students in their natural learning situation without

interfering with the class program. Throughout the study the researcher became a

participant observer by assuming the role as a teacher to observe the 10- to 14-year-old

EFL students in their natural school setting. For instance, according to Yin (1994) a

participant observer is not a passive observer but an active member within the desired

community under observation.

The case study involved the observation of 30 junior and intermediate elementary

EFL students from the ages of 10 to 14 while they were interacting and providing each

other with feedback for writing. According to Fillmore (1990), for ESL students to be

successful participators they must have a good understanding of the language to be

successful collaborators. For instance, the inability to comprehend or interpret lessons

would cause confusion and the therefore cause them the inability to participate. All

participants must have had prior English experience and be able to sufficiently express

themselves in English to be eligible for this study.
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This study examined both formal and informal oral feedback that the students

provided each other to determine if the 10- to 14-year-old EFL students were able to

provide basic comments to their peers' writing. For instance, were the EFL students able

to offer feedback comments such as "I like your story because it is funny," or were they

able to provide more detailed feedback comments such as "you need to add more details

to your story"? The research was also designed to examine students' attitudes about peer

feedback. Each student was asked about his or her opinions regarding peer feedback

conferencing. The study also analyzed the revision data collected to determine if any

revisions reflected comments made during peer feedback conferencing. The case study

was designed to include both observation and audio-taped recordings of students' formal

feedback and the observation of informal feedback to collect data. The importance of the

researcher's observational log should be noted (Appendix B). This log detailed the

students' interactions with each other and recorded what happened before and during the

feedback conference, allowing the researcher to maintain a detailed record of the

interactions. Figure 2 provides a summary of the research design, including the

participants, the three different variables under investigation, and the four methods of

data collection.

Observational Study

The purpose of the observational study was to test the overall design of the study

and to determine possible difficulties that could have arisen when examining peer

feedback conferences within the ESL/EFL writing classroom. The observational study

design was established to observe young ESL students age 6 to 9 in a self-contained ESL

classroom in Canada.
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Selection of Participants

The students involved in the observational study were 8 young ESL students in a

primary ESL classroom located in St. Catharines, Ontario. All students were required to

have a consent form signed by their parents. The remaining 6 students in the class who

did not return their permission forms could participate only as long as the researcher did

not collect data from their interactions and writing. Table 1 states each participant's code

name, place of birth, native language, and arrival date in Canada.

Observational StudvN Classroom Procedures

First the researcher asked the teacher questions (Appendix C) to learn about the

classroom routine. After the interview, the teacher introduced the researcher to the class

and explained the reason for the researcher observing the class. The teacher read the

story about The Legend ofHow Popcorn Became (Lonsdale, 1 999a; Appendix D) and

then she asked the students "what is a crow " and "what is com on the cob" to ensure

they were familiar with the language. After reading the story a second time, the teacher

asked the following questions:

> What do you think the story is about?

> What do you like about the story? Why?

> What do you dislike about the story? Why?

> What would you change in this story to make it a better story?

All students were given a chance to volunteer to answer questions. The teacher

then read a book about a rainy day and then had the students write and illustrate a story

about a rainy day. The teacher informed the students that they were required to write
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CASE STUDY 30 EFL Junior and Intermediate

Students

VARIABLES
INVESTIGATED

Revisions

Feedback Comments ^

Attitudes

DATA
COLLECTION

Researcher's Log

Audio-taped Feedback

Interviews

Students' Writing

^ Peer feedback comments are the main variables investigated, whether EFL students are

able to provide their peers with comments.

Figure 2 . Summary of research design
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Table 1

ESL Observational Study Participants

Code name Place of birth Native Date of arrival Age Completed

language study

Brian Bengali Bengali March 1996 9 Yes

Emma Kazakhstan Russian January 1998 8 Yes

Neil Zaire French September 1997 9 Yes

Justin Philippines March 1997 8 Yes

Tommy Canada Polish N/A No

Becky Poland Polish December 1998 7 No

Carrie Nicaragua Spanish January 1998 6 No

Carl Czech Republic Czech October 1997 8 Yes

Note. Tommy did not want an interview and therefore did not finish the study. Becky
and Carrie left early for their summer holidays and therefore could not complete the

study. The teacher did not know Justin's native language.
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only a first draft, because later they would be required to write a good copy (second

draft). The teacher normally did not have students do a written prewriting activity but

instead had them discuss what they were going to write before beginning to compose.

The researcher did not want to change the classroom routine, so the teacher carried out

the daily writing assignment that the students were familiar with. All first drafts were

collected at the end of 30 minutes and kept at school to be completed at a later date.

During the researcher's second visit, the teacher returned the first drafts to the

students and paired the students off for peer feedback conferencing. The teacher

explained the new peer feedback activity to the students. The teacher briefly explained to

the students that the sharing of stories was the same activity as their daily news story,

where they asked each other questions about their news story. The peer feedback

conferencing lasted for 30 minutes. The students had no modelling of the peer feedback

conference because, according to their teacher, the students regularly provided comments

regarding news story. After the peer feedback conferences were finished, the teacher

announced that the students had to go back to their seats to revise their stories. No

revision modelling occurred because the students did not normally receive this training;

instead, the teacher was responsible to revise each individual story.

The researcher's third visit was the final day for collecting data. The students

were put into two groups, grades 1/2 and grades 3/4. The students were told by the

teacher that they were going to share stories again, as they had done previously. The

researcher did not want to interfere with the classroom's routines, and therefore the

instructions provided were only by the teacher. The researcher and teacher collected all
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copies of writing drafts. After the group peer feedback conference was completed, the

researcher individually asked the students questions (Appendix A).

Observational Studv*s Analysis of Data

Figure 3 displays the research results regarding the students' attitudes about

receiving peer feedback. The majority of students, 6 out of the 7 students asked, liked

peer feedback. However, one of the students who answered yes for liking peer feedback

may have done so mistakenly due to his lack of understanding, since he was only

beginning to understand English.

The next data analyzed were the reasons why students liked or disliked peer

feedback. Table 2 displays the students' main reason for liking peer feedback, which was

that it provided them with more ideas for their writing. Two students replied that they

didn't know why they liked peer feedback. According to Carl's response noted in Table

2, he did not know why he liked peer feedback. However, according to the teacher his

response might have been because he did not have good understanding of English.

Therefore, during the main study if any students did not understand or had difficulty

expressing themselves, the researcher had another student translate the questions and

answers to ensure understanding.

Table 3 summarizes the results of the students peer feedback comments (see p. 71

for details of the analytical fi-amework). They show that the most frequent responses

made during the small group feedback conferences fall in the helping category. Twelve

of the 21 responses involved students helping each other read their peers' story. The next

most common category was asking a question. There were four comments that were in

the form of a question, for example, "did you go to your Grandma's house?" This could
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Figure 3 . Students* attitudes towards peer feedback.
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Table 2

Students* Reasons for Liking/Disliking Peer Feedback

Name Response

Brian "Yes, if they have good ideas."

Carl "I don't know."

Neil "Because they give me more words, like stuff like that.

Tommy N/A

Emma "I don't like to share my ideas. I just don't like it."

Justin "Because they listen."

Carrie "I don't know."

Becky No answer.
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Table 3

Feedback Comments During the Small Peer Feedback Conferences

Basis of Response Frequency Examples

1

.

Liking an element of, or

associated with a text.

2. Surface features of text

3. Understood

4. Craftsmanship

5. Value

6. Other

a) Entertainment

b) Real/fictional

c) Helping

d) Rephrasing

e) Asking

Total

2

12

4

21

That is good. Very good." (tape 2)

"It gives more words." (interview)

"I can't read your writing." (tape 4)

"More ideas." (interview)

"It teaches a lesson." (Hilgers, 1986)

"Like it is kind of funny."(interview)

"It's the best because I made

everything up." (Hilgers, 1986)

"Helping read words." (tape 1 , 2)

"I think the rat ran away."(interview)

'Are you finished?" (tape 3, 4)
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be influenced by the classroom routine where students were asked to provide questions to

their peers' daily news story. There were two comments that fell into the understanding

category. However it is important to note that both understanding comments were not

related to ideas, but rather to the understanding of the partner's writing. As the numbers

indicate, the ESL students spent the majority of the time helping each other read instead

of providing comments that were observed in Samway's (1993) research. It should be

noted that the students were very excited with the introduction of the tape recording

equipment.

The results may not be as accurate as they would have been if the students had

had prior experience with the tape recording equipment. However, there were two other

sources of data collected regarding comments, including large group peer feedback

conferences and individual interviews.

Data were also collected from large group peer feedback conferences to discover

categories that the ESL students utilized. The teacher and the researcher guided the

students by reminding them of their roles during the conferencing. All responses during

the large peer feedback conference were audio-taped and transcribed and categorized into

Hilgers's (1986) categories. Table 4 outlines the results of the larger group conferences.

Overall, the majority ofcomments provided were categorized under the asking

category. Table 4 shows that the students most frequently asked the writer questions

about the story. Two out of the 15 responses provided comments relating to surface

features and two other comments to the understanding category. There was only one

occurrence under the liking category and one comment relating to the helping category.

With the help of the teacher and researcher, the students were not only helping each other
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Table 4

Feedback Comments During Larger Group Peer Feedback Conferences

Basis of Response Frequency Examples

1

.

Liking an element of,

associated with a text

2. Surface features of text

3. Understood

4. Craftsmanship

5. Value

6. Other

a) Entertainment

b) Real/fictional

c) Helping

d) Rephrasing

e) Asking

Total

2

2

1

9

15

"I like it kind of" (tape 5)

'You need to add rain in there."(tape 5)

"How?" (tape 5)

"More ideas." (interview)

"It teaches a lesson." (Hilgers, 1986)

"Like it is kind of fimny." (interview)

"It's the best because I made

everything up." (Hilgers, 1986)

"Like the point when he. . ."(tape 5)

"I think the rat ran away,"(interview)

"Can you turn the monkeys.."(tape5)
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read the text, but also they progressed towards asking questions and even providing more

textual comments to their peers. It is important to note that the regular classroom routine

involved students asking questions during the sharing of a news story, and therefore

could be the main reason why the asking category was the most frequently used

comment. According to the teacher, the students did not provide peer feedback in the

regular classroom routine and may not have understood what was expected of them. The

teacher did not give explicit instructions to the students regarding the process involved

with peer feedback, and therefore they may not have understood the process.

One of the interview questions, adapted from Samway's (1993) research, was

utilized to determine if the students provided feedback to writing. Each student was asked

to rate a story (Appendix E) and then provide a comment ofhow to improve the piece of

writing. Half of the students were unable to finish the interview process, and therefore

did not participate in evaluating the story.

Table 5 clearly indicates that all 4 students felt that adding more ideas and making

the text longer would have produced a better quality story. The students' ideas regarding

the length of the story are important, because they believe that the story needs to be

longer instead of clearer. The students' preoccupation with length could affect the

students' peer feedback comments. Their feedback comments may not be useful to their

peers in making meaningful revisions. If a student writer produced a clear but short

story, a peer could easily comment that the story needs to be longer instead of noticing an

aspect that may be omitted, or they might comment on ideas to add which are not really

needed to make the story more effective. Another difficulty with the students'

preoccupation with length is that a peer might suggest making the story longer, but if the
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Table 5

Interview Comments Regarding Ideas of How to Improve the Story

Name Comments

Neil "'I would like to put some more words."

Brian "I would tell him to write more. Like he was a superman and he went

everywhere and saved everyone."

Emma "I think I would put, I would make it longer. Like after he would be

superman one man would put it in the newspaper and stuff like that.

Justin "Write some more."
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student wrote more it might not be as clear or concise as it would be with appropriate

suggestions.

The third research question focused on the students' behaviour during the

composing process and the peer feedback conferencing. The students during the

prewriting stage verbally discussed their stories. Brian and Neil stressed how long their

stories were going to be; Carry began to draw a picture instead of talking, and then

proceeded to write about the picture. The classroom teacher explained that the children

often began their journal writing by telling each other what they were going to write

about, but once they began to write they were not permitted to talk. During the

composing process, only 3 of the 8 students asked the researcher a question related to

spelling. Emma wrote for a few minutes and then turned to her peer beside her and read

her story. Emma's peer then responded by saying "good." There was only one pair of

students that displayed negative behaviour while writing. Both Brian and Neil

continually boasted about the quality and overall length of their writing. It is, therefore,

usefiil to observe not only the students' behaviour, and interactions but also to observe

the classroom's routines.

The last data to be analyzed were the revisions that the students made to their

writing. All students were required to write a second draft and make any revisions they

thought were necessary. Table 6 outlines the results of the data collected during the

observational test. Figure 4 also displays the number of revisions made; however, it

displays the revisions made in the grammatical, content, and layout categories. Table 6

and Figure 4 both indicate that the majority of the students did not make any major

revisions. Justin and Brian only added to their story instead of providing a second draft.
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Table 6

Number of Revisions Made in Relation to Peer Feedback Comments

Name Number of revisions Related to comments Revisions

Brian
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20%

B Grammatical Content D Miscellaneous

Figure 4. Student revisions in three categories: Grammatical, content and layout.
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Both Becky and Came were absent the last day of the study and therefore did not finish

producing a second draft. Emma was the only student who made any revisions.

However, she only changed the picture and fixed some spelling mistakes. Carl had a

friend rewrite his story, with no changes being made. Tommy only recopied what he had

written for his first draft. No revisions were made in regard to the particular peer

feedback conference, and only one student made small revisions to spelling.

Conclusions of Observational Study

The observational study results indicated that the ESL students were able to

provide feedback to their peers' writing during the small feedback conferences. It is

important to note that the majority of the comments were based on the "helping"

category, which indicates that students were helping each other read difficult words

instead of providing comments relating to textual features. During the larger group peer

feedback conferences, the students provided some suggestions relating to more textual

items, but the researcher or teacher had to persuade the group by asking the children what

comments they had for the writer.

The students did not make any revisions based on the comments; however the

majority of the comments made by the students were related to their helping each other

with reading rather than providing actual comments relating to the content of the writing.

Nor was there a lot of unsolicited talk, which Dyson (1990) argues helps the students

learn and develop as writers. It is therefore important to reconsider the techniques

needed and then teaching and modelling to the students the skills needed for both

providing comments and revising one's work. According to Johnson and Johnson (1990)
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teachers must structure the groups and teach the concepts and strategies necessary to have

successful group learning.

Difficulties in Observational Study

There were a number of difficulties that occurred in this observational test. First

of all, 2 students were sick and 1 student left early. Another student was too shy to talk

to the researcher and therefore did not want to participate in the interview. These

occurrences resulted in a reduced number of participants. All students were too excited

with the introduction of tape recorders. For the main study, tape recorders should be

introduced before the study begins to allow ample time for students to adjust and become

comfortable using the equipment. Another difficulty was that the observational study

was carried out during the last week of school, which made the students anxious to finish

for the holidays.

There was one student in the class who did not have sufficient understanding of

English to participate in either the peer feedback conferences or the personal interview

and therefore had to work on her own individual work. One student did not have enough

written language to produce a story, so the teacher transcribed his oral story to paper.

Therefore, according to the results from the Observational study three main changes were

added to the main study. First, all students had to have sufficient knowledge of English

to express themselves verbally. Second, students were given an opportunity to explore

the use of audio equipment. Third, the students were given small mini-lessons on how to

provide peer feedback and how to revise writing.
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The Case Study

In this section the main case study is described in detail. This study did not

include the observation of students, age 6 to 9 in comparison to the observational study,

because there was not a sample population visiting Canada. The main study observed

students ages 10 to 14. However, both the observational and the main case studies

observed non-native-English-speaking students participating in peer feedback.

Selection of Participants

The Students

This case study involved 30 native-Spanish speakers visiting Canada from

Mexico. The students came to Canada during their summer vacation not only to learn

about Canada, but also to learn and practice speaking in English. The students were

between 10 and 14 years old. Nineteen of the students were female and 1 1 were male.

The students all started to learn English during their elementary schooling.

The English Foundation Program

The objectives of the summer program were to provide the students with practice

speaking and writing in English, as well as experience Canadian culture. The English

Foundation program established both class activities and field trips for the duration of 4

weeks to help enhance the Mexican students' experience. The students were in class

from 9:00 till 12:00 with a 15-minute coffee break, and then the students were on various

field trips from 1 :00 till 6:00. Further activities were arranged from 7:00 till 9:00 in the

evening so that the students could continue to get to know each other and commimicate in

English as much as possible.
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There were two teachers involved with the 30 students. Both teachers could not

understand Spanish and therefore all communication was in English. One teacher was

responsible to introduce grammar and listening activities. The second teacher was the

researcher. The researcher was responsible to introduce vocabulary needed for field trips

and other writing activities. During the study, this EFL classroom's routines incorporated

a cooperative writing environment where students were grouped together to help each

other with daily assignments and activities. Part of the program involved the students

participating in the peer feedback conferences, and all students were informed about the

study and were told that if they did not want to be part of the study they would still do the

daily activities but no data would be collected. Two of the students decided not to give

their permission to have their data analyzed, and therefore their information was not

collected. However, because the peer feedback conferences were part of the program, the

two students participated in all activities. One other student age 10 decided she did not

like her story and therefore did not want me to analyze it.

Table 7 summarises the participants in each age category. Appendix F provides a

summary of students' ages and whether they completed the study. Each student was

assigned a code name in order to maintain confidentiality.

Instrumentation

For this study, an Observational Log, transcribed comments, writing drafts, and

interviews were used to collect data.
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Table 7

Student Participants

AGE ' MALE FEMALE TOTAL

To 2 i 3

11 4 10 14

12 2 5 7

13 1 2 3

14 2 1 3
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Observational Log

> First, an ongoing observational log representing anecdotal observations

(Appendix B) throughout the study was used. The log, which was maintained by the

researcher, included classroom observations of the students' writing processes, from their

prewriting to their group sharing conference. The major categories of observations were:

> Behaviour: sharing (Did the students share their stories?), off-topic talking (Did

the students' talk reflect their writing or other topics?), or writing alone (Did the students

write individually or did they collaborate their ideas?).

Interaction: How did the students accept feedback? For instance, did students interact as

they wrote? Were the students defensive when their peers provided them with feedback?

> Asking: Did the students ask for help from their teacher or their peers? Did they

not assist a peer who needed help; why or why not? Did the students ask their teacher or

their friends more often for help?

These observations were intended to capture the interactions throughout the study to help

shed light on any questions that might arise during the data analysis. According to Dyson

(1989) and Beaumont (1999) students have a natural desire to share and their behaviour

will indicate their cooperativeness and therefore, the researcher choose to view students

behaviour to determine if the EFL students naturally shared their ideas and asked each

other for assistance or did they depend on the teacher for support.

Transcribed Peer Feedback Comments

The second instrument used was the audio-taped peer conferences. The audio-

taped peer conferences were used in order to study the comments the students provided to

their peers' writing. All comments made during the peer feedback conferences were
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audio-taped and transcribed and then organized into categories. The headings of these

categories followed Hilgers's (1986) research categories (Appendix G) and included new

categories depending on the students' actual comments. According to the results of the

observational study the young ESL students used two additional comments not

mentioned in Hilgers's (1986) research. Therefore, two additional comment categories

were added.

> "Helping" (assisting their partner read the words in his or her own story)

> "No comments" (just reading their partner's story).

The audio-taped and transcribed comments were used to gather information to be

analyzed later to address the question of whether or not EFL students could provide .

comments to their peers' writing. Each student was given a code name, and when

discussing each student's comments his or her code name, age, and tape number and side

are given. For example, (Tina/1 2/3A) would indicate that Tina aged 12, tape three, side

A made the particular comment.

Writing Drafts

Third, all students were required to have a first draft and a second draft completed

whether or not they thought revisions were necessary. The researcher viewed both first

and second drafts and compared any revisions to the transcribed comments to see if any

revisions were made reflecting peer feedback comments. The revisions were categorized

into three different groups: grammatical, content, and layout changes, which included the

removal of details. Any revisions that dealt with changes to spelling, commas or a word

with the same meaning or a different meaning were considered to fall under the

grammatical category. Any revisions that resulted from students adding or deleting
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details (e.g. adding a description about a character or writing about where the character

visited on his or her holiday) were considered to be in the content category. The last

category involved the students making layout changes that could not be categorised under

grammatical or adding of content to writing. For instance, changing spacing, indenting

and adding pictures. Therefore, the three categories under investigation were the

grammatical changes, the addition of content, and the layout changes to discover what if

any revisions were made.

Interviews

All students were interviewed about their personal feelings towards peer feedback

to discover if the EFL students liked or disliked peer feedback and their reasons.

Classroom Procedures

For the first visit or introduction to the class, the researcher became a participant

observer and a teacher.^ The researcher told the students that she wanted to learn about

how they wrote with the help of their peers and explained the steps of the research.

A very important step was the introduction of the audio equipment to ensure that all

students were familiar with the equipment before data collection started.

The observational study summarized early in Chapter Three discovered that the

students who did not have experience using the equipment before became overly excited

and were inclined to become very distracted. Therefore, to eliminate this problem the

students had the opportunity to use the audio equipment before they began the study. The

researcher asked the students to create a radio commercial and audio-taped the activity to

The researcher was both a teacher and a researcher, but the term researcher will be used to indicate both

roles.
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provide the needed practice. The guideUnes for this activity were that each group of two

students had to participate in the commercial and that both partners had to make a verbal

contribution. All students had to write and edit their commercial on paper. After the

students finished writing their papers, they had to audio-tape their commercial with the

equipment at the back of the classroom. For a follow up activity, students shared their

commercial with the class by playing the tape, since the observational study indicated

that all students wanted to listen to their stories and comments on tape.

After the introduction activity was completed, the researcher provided a mini

lesson, which lasted 1 5 minutes. The mini lesson was established to help the students

provide peer feedback to a story by an anonymous author (Appendix D). The students

were told that this was writing of another student learning to write in English. The story

was written on chart paper so that the students could read along as the teacher read the

story. The mini-lesson followed the following format:

> The researcher read the story called. The Legend ofHow Popcorn Became

(Appendix D). At the end of the story the researcher asked the students the following

questions:

> What do you think the story is about? (This was to allow the students the chance

to think about the story, to translate, and make meaning of what they heard.)

> What do you like about the story? Why? (This was to allow the students to

express some of their ideas about the story and to think about why they liked it.)

> What do you dislike about the story? Why? (This was to allow the students the

opportunity to think about why they did not like part of the story, maybe what

information might be missing, or other reasons for not liking the story.)
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> What would you change in this story to make it a better story? (This is the main

part of the lesson where the researcher helped the students think about what was missing

in the story. The researcher wanted the students to think about what could be added to

the content of the writing to make it a better and a stronger story. Furthermore, the

students were told that this is the main idea of peer feedback: to help each other think

about what might be missing in their stories.

> The mini lesson was also to have students think about what areas of the story

needed improvements. The class brainstormed ways to improve the story.

> The researcher then reread the story while the students were still thinking about

the questions mentioned above. After rereading the story, the researcher asked each .

question individually, giving the students the opportunity to express their views.

This mini lesson was important because it helped to illustrate the students'

understanding about their roles in the peer editing conferences. The mini lesson was

given a day before the peer feedback sessions to provide students the opportunity to think

about the process involved in writing before beginning the assignment. The objective of

this mini lesson was adapted from Samway's (1992) research on how to implement a

writer's workshop. Students were able to ask questions and provide feedback to assist

the researcher in revising the piece of writing.

When the group mini lesson was finished, the researcher introduced the main

writing assignment. The researcher asked the students, "Have you ever heard of the

story. The Three Little Pigs? When the students said yes, the researcher had them recall

the main points about the story. However, if the students had never heard the story, the

researcher would have read The Three Little Pigs to the class and then would have
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discussed the details of the story. The researcher also asked the students to give their

opinions about the story by having them provide comments similar to what they would be

doing for the peer feedback conferences. For example, the researcher asked the students

what they thought could be added to the story to make it more interesting. After students

were able to recall the details of the story and had given their opinions about what

improvements the story needed, the students had to brainstorm what they thought the

term "perspective" meant. If students had not understood the term, the researcher would

have explained the meaning, and then read the story called. The True Story of the Three

Little Pigs (Scieska, 1989). However, the students understood what the word perspective

meant, and the class brainstormed examples for different perspectives before they read

the story.

Following the story, the students discussed the different perspectives in both

stories. The researcher explained the writing assignment for the students by telling them

that they were required to write a different perspective of a fairy tale. The researcher had

the students brainstorm a variety of fairy tales and provided books for students to use if

they needed help remembering the details of a fairy tale. All students were told that they

were required to prewrite ideas, then write a first draft and, later, write a second draft.

The researcher provided the students with an example of a prewriting style of writing on

the board, but the students were told that if they did not want to use this style they could

use one that they had previously used (Appendix H). The prewriting was to help the

students plan what they were going to write. According to Flower and Hayes (1981b),

writing should include prewriting to help students begin the process of writing. This
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Stage was also used to determine if students had any natural feedback while writing. For

instance, did the students work independently or did they interact while working?

The students had 30 to 45 minutes to finish both their prewriting and their first

draft, and those students who needed more time were allotted time to finish during the

next class. The students were not given a time limit, but due to the classroom routine

there were only 30 to 45 minutes available to write; any student needing extra time was

allotted time before the next research day. The researcher observed the students as they

wrote and recorded any discussions amongst the students during this stage. The

researcher noted whether students asked their peers or the researcher questions while

composing their stories. A record of the unsolicited peer talk is an important component

of this study. According to Dyson's (1983) and Lamme and Childers's (1983) research

findings, the unsolicited social talk helps some students with their writing. After this

writing stage the researcher was ready to observe the third research step.

The duration of the third research step was one hour and included peer feedback

conferences and revisions to first drafts. The students' stories were returned to them at

this time. The researcher paired the students, matching achievement levels so that the

students with low levels of English proficiency could be with a partner who was stronger

in verbal English. According to Kagan (1990) pairing groups into heterogeneous groups,

making sure that each group includes different achievement levels, a mixture of boys and

girls, and ethnic diversity helps to provide a good basis for peer assistance. Therefore,

the researcher established each group trying to match a high and low achieving pair for

the smaller groups and a mixture of boys and girls for the larger group conference.
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After pairing the students, the researcher briefly explained to the students the next

step of the assignment. All students were required to provide their partners with

feedback similar to the previous day's activity with The Legend ofHow Popcorn Became

(Lonsdale, 1999a; Appendix D). The researcher reread the story and had the students

provide comments about how to improve the story. The researcher reviewed with the

students what was required ofthem during peer feedback conferences and discussed what

feedback meant. While the students were providing feedback to each other, the

researcher observed the students' behaviour and audio-taped the student peer feedback

conferences. All the peer groups had their own audio-tape recorders.

After the students finished providing comments during their peer feedback

conferences, in step four the students were required to complete a second draft of their

writing, making any revisions they deemed necessary. The researcher collected both the

first and second drafts and transferred them into electronic format to facilitate the

identification of any revisions matching the transcribed peer feedback comments. The

third and fourth research steps were important to collect all first and second drafts for

later examination of revisions and collect the audio-taped peer feedback conferences.

During the fifth and sixth research steps, the large peer feedback conferences and

interviews were held. Each group had 5 students with 20 to 30 minutes to listen and

provide feedback comments. The researcher explained the procedure of the group

assignment. All students were involved in the group peer feedback conference; however,

only the students who had volunteered to share their stories were asked to do so. The

researcher explained to the whole class that it was the writer's duty to elicit comments

from group members by calling upon the students with their hands up. The researcher
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brainstormed with the class possible feedback comments regarding writing, such as, "if I

do not understand a part of the story I could tell the author to make it clearer." The

researcher observed the students as they participated in their large peer feedback

conferences and asked questions to help guide students who were having difficulty. The

large peer feedback conferences lasted around 30 minutes. During the additional 30

minutes the researcher interviewed the students about their attitudes towards writing

(Appendix A). Each student was interviewed while the other students finished another

school assignment.

The schematic of the classroom procedures is outlined in Figure 5.

Data Collection and Recording

This study used the foUowdng four different methods to collect data:

> Interview questions

> First and second drafts

> Peer feedback conference comments

> Observational log.

Interview questions

The four different methods of data collection took approximately a half hour each;

however, some students required more time to write so they were allowed the extra time.

First and Second Drafts

All students were required to write a first and second draft. The researcher

collected the drafts and transferred them to electronic format (Appendix Q).
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Step One
> Mini lesson

> Prewrite / 30 minutes

> Observation log

Day One
Step Two

> Compose / 30 minutes

> Observation log

t
Day Two

Step Three
> Mini lesson

> Peer feedback paired

conferencing / 30 minutes

> Audio taped and observational log

Step Four
> Mini lesson

> Make revisions/ second draft

> Collected and put into

electronic format /30 minutes

M^

Day Three

>

Step Five

Large Group peer feedback

/30 minutes

Audio taped and

observational log

Step Six

> Individual student interview

/30minutes

Figure 5 . Summary of the study*s procedures.
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Peer Feedback Comments

The oral comments that the students made during both pair and group feedback

conferences were audio-taped (Appendix M, Appendix N). The comments were then

transcribed into electronic format and later analyzed and categorized according to the

appropriate headings (Appendix G). Overviews of all the comments made throughout the

conferences are found in Appendix O.

Observational Log

An ongoing observational log was kept by the researcher and was used to record

the observations noticed about students' behaviour and interactions with each other

during the writing process. The researcher recorded if any children naturally discussed or

shared ideas while they were prewriting and while they were composing their stories. It

is important to note that the EFL classroom's daily routine involved the

teacher/researcher walking around the room observing and making comments to the

students, and therefore, during the study, the teacher/researcher's observational activities

did not interfere with the normal routine. All anecdotal remarks were recorded in the

researcher's log (Appendix B).

Interview Questions

A post feedback participation interview (Appendix A) questionnaire was

completed for each participant. The oral responses from the post feedback interview

were collected to review the students' attitudes about peer feedback conferences.
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Summary of Data collection methods

Overall, there were four different methods of data collection. First, both first and

second drafts were collected. Second, peer feedback comments were collected, and third,

the observations made by the researcher were collected. Fourth, the researcher

interviewed all students to determine their opinions about peer feedback. The data

collection was used to compile information to understand more about how EFL students

interacted with each other throughout the writing process and to determine what

comments they were able to provide to their peers' writing.

Data Processing and Analysis

The data were analyzed in two different ways. Both descriptive and quantitative

analyses were processed.

Peer Feedback Comments

The peer feedback comments were transcribed (Appendix H), and then they were

categorised into the various headings used in Hilgers' (1986) research format in addition

to new categories (Appendix G). All the comments under the various headings were

added to calculate the frequency of occurrence for the different types of feedback that the

students provided each other. This was to determine the proportion of lower level

comments to higher level comments. For example, perhaps the students produced more

detailed comments such as, "I think you need to add more details because I am unclear

about how you arrived at your ending," or less detailed comments such as, "it is funny

because it reminds me ofmy trip." According to Hilgers (1986), higher level comments

provide the writer with possible changes instead of only comparing with one's

experiences. The averaging helps to determine what percentage of peer feedback
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comments were made in each categorization and in each age group. The data were first

processed and analyzed to determine the overall amount of comments provided, and then

analyzed to determine the most frequent comments made by age and gender.

First and Second Drafts

The students' writing in electronic format and the revisions were compared to the

transcribed comments. The analyses of revisions were calculated and organized into

three possible categories: grammatical, content, and layout for each age group and the

group as a whole. If a student made any addition or deletions to content, this was

calculated under the content category. If the student made changes to words, spelling, or

even sentence structure, this was tabulated under the grammatical category. If the student

added details, such as a name or other information, this was tabulated under the content

category. Any other changes that could not be categorized under grammatical or content

were combined into the layout category. All revisions as a group and then by age group

and gender were compared to comments to determine whether revisions were motivated

by the feedback.

Interviews

The oral responses to the post interview questions regarding opinions were

processed into a graph (Appendix I) to visualize students' attitudes about peer feedback.

All responses to question 3 of the interview, "Did you like sharing your writing with your

friends and have them give you ideas for your writing?" (Appendix A), were added

together to get a total number of students who liked or disliked peer feedback. This was

to determine if the students were comfortable with peer feedback. The other comments

made in the interviews were used in general text to discuss peer feedback in the EFL
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classroom for the discussion section. For instance, each student's opinions for Hking or

disHking peer feedback were used to discuss reasons for using or not using a cooperative

peer feedback environment in the EFL classroom.

The peer feedback was an environment in which the students had to write a story,

share it, and then participate in a peer feedback conference. The researcher became a

participant observer while collecting data from the 30 EFL young adolescent students in

their writing classroom. All the data analyses were used to aid in determining if EFL

students were able to provide feedback comments to their peers' writing and their

opinions and experience regarding the students receiving feedback.





CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS (ANALYSIS )

Research Questions Restated

The main focus of this study was to determine if 10- to 14-year-old non-native-

English-speaking students could provide evaluative comments to their peers' writing.

The following four questions were examined to help determine if the 10- to 14-year-old

EFL students could provide constructive feedback and how they perceived their peers'

feedback.

1

.

What criteria did the students use to evaluate their peers' writing?

2. What revisions were made in relation to peer feedback comments?

3. What was the students' behaviour like during peer feedback conferences?

4. What were the students' perceived attitudes concerning peer feedback

conferences?

This chapter presents the results of the questions under consideration. Data were first

analyzed to determine the frequency of students' peer feedback comments, both in small

and large peer feedback conferences. Furthermore, any comments made about the stories

from both the interviews and the peer feedback conferences were analyzed to determine

the ratio of different types of comments made by the students. The data were also

analyzed to determine the ratio of revisions made reflecting peer feedback comments.

The percentage of students who indicated a liking versus those who indicated a disliking

for peer feedback were analyzed to determine the students' preference. Observations

were noted concerning students' behaviour; for instance, how the students interacted with

each other and whether they were staying on task. This chapter shows the analysis of the

data.
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Primary Data Analysis

Question One: What criteria did the students use to evaluate their peers* writing?

The first research question focused on the comments that the EFL students, 10 to

14 years old, provided to their peers' writing during the peer feedback conferences. All

student peer feedback conferences were recorded and then categorized into the different

categories established in Hilgers's (1986) research. First, the peer feedback conferences

were analyzed as a whole group; then the data were analyzed in terms of age levels,

comparing the two most frequent comments made by both girls and boys. Table 8

summarizes the different comments made by the students during the peer feedback

conferences.

Table 8 summarizes the total responses that were made during the peer

feedback conferences. The most frequent comments analyzed were under the new

category, no comments. No comments meant that the students did not help each other

but only shared their stories. This category was added to the total number of comments

made because it indicated potential comments that could have been made. Eight groups

out of 15 plus 1 student in another group (i.e., 17 students, 57%) were categorized under

the no comments category. The no comments category accounted for 17 (33%) out of the

51 possible comments, but these students chose not to make any comments. The

students' who did not provide comments to their peers' writing were in all age groups

and included boys (55%) and girls (58%).

The results indicate that the second most frequent responses made were

categorized under the liking comment type. Twenty-five percent of the 51 comments
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Table 8

Small Peer Feedback Conferences* Comments (two per group)

Basis of Response Frequency Examples

1

.

Liking an element of, or

associated with a text.

2. Surface features of text

3. Understood

4. Craftsmanship

5. Value

6. Other (a,b,c,d,e)

a) Entertainment

b) Real/fictional

c) Helping

d) Asking

e) No comments

Total

13

a

2

9

1

6

17

51

I really like your story. (Tina/ 12/1A) ^

Your story is good in grammar

(Alison/1 1/9A)

Because I understand it. (Trisha/1 1/6A)

You're missing some details.

(Stacy/1 1/3A)

It teaches a lesson. (Hilgers, 1986)

Ifyou do what we say it would be fun.

(Doug/1 2/4A)

Your story of the real story of Snow

White was so real. (Doug/1 2/4A)

Helping read words. (Eric/1 0/6B)

What kind of details? (Janet/1 0/3A)

Just sharing stories. (Michael/ 1 1/2B)

Note :
^ This code Tina/12/1A gives the name and the age and tape number.
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made by the boys and girls were liking. For instance, some of the liking comments were

the following. Elena replied, "It wasn't a real story but I like it very much"

(Elena/1 1/9A). Karl said, "It's a good story..." (Karl/1 3/9B). Tina replied, "
I really

like your story" (Tina/12/1 A). Alex replied, " I think it is a really interesting story"

(Alex/1 1/1 A). Jimmy said, "I think it is a great story" (Jimmy/ 1 1/2A). The older and the

younger students used the liking comments the most. Some students did make other

responses after replying that they liked their peers' stories; these other comments were

noted and analyzed. For example, Kim said, "I think it is a really interesting story." Kim

then said, "you have put a lot of details, it is a good thing to do" (Kim/1 1/9A).

Therefore, Kim's comments were categorized into two different comment types, liking

and craftsmanship because Kim not only mentioned that she had liked her peer's story

but also mentioned her reasons.

The third most common response indicated that the students used craftsmanship

comments dealing with the content of the writing. The boys' and girls' craftsmanship

comments accounted for 18% of the total responses. For instance, Stacy said, "Your

story is okay but I think you are missing some details" (Stacy/1 1/3A). Aaron observed,

"I think it is a great story but you are many states [you have too many mistakes] then you

think it is too much" (Aaron/14/2A). Alex stated, "You have put a lot of

details. . .(Alex/1 1/1 A). The results indicated that the students were able to express more

than just liking a story, but were also able to provide more comments relating to content.

However, the students did not give any suggestions for improving the content.

The study found that the students made 12% of their comments relating to asking

questions. It is important to note that it was a student asking questions after his or her
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partner made a comment or asking questions to encourage his or her peer to provide

comments. For example, Janet, aged 10, and Stacy, aged 11, both had a strong

understanding of English and their peer feedback conference involved the following:

J: "What did you think about my story?"

S: "Your story is okay but I think you're missing some details."

J: "What kind of details?"

S: "For example, you say one day a prince came and kissed but you missed that

one day a prince came and see her so beautiful that he decided to kiss her."

J: "That is a good idea." (Tape3A)

This peer feedback conference was the only pair that asked their peer to clarify details. It

shows a clear understanding of the peer feedback process because both students were

involved in the process by clarifying and giving reasons for feedback given. Mary and

Erin both asked their peer "how their story was" but they did not develop this questioning

technique further like Janet and Stacy had done.

The boys and girls made 4% of their total comments relating to the entertainment

of the story. For example Doug said, ".
. .if you do what we write it would be more fun

and more interesting" (Doug/12/4A). It is interesting to note that Doug did not provide

any other comments to his peer suggesting what to add, even though his comment

indicates ("do what we write. . .") other ideas. Kim also mentioned the entertainment

value of a story (Kim/1 1/1 A). However, unlike Doug, Kim commented that it was an

interesting story because her peer put a lot of details into the story, but she did not clarify

what aspects of the story she thought were the most interesting.

Two (4%) out of the 51 comments related to the understanding category. Both

Tracy and Trisha said, ".
. .Because I understand it" to each other
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(Tracy/12/Trisha/l 1/6A). Neither student gave any reasons for their understanding of the

story, nor did they provide comments to help each other revise. No other peer group

talked about understanding their partner's writing.

The boys and girls only made 1 (2%) of their comments relating to the story being

real or fictional. Doug replied that his peer's writing was so real (Doug 12/4A). Doug

did not explain what he meant by being real, which makes it difficult to know what was

meant by the comment. Doug also suggested that his partner should to do what they said

to make it more interesting; but he did not give examples ofhow to improve the story nor

was there any discussion about what to do to make it more interesting (Doug/1 2/4A).

The students also made 1 (2%) of the comments relating to helping each other.

For instance Eric helped Anne read her story, but he also helped her to provide a different

ending to her story, but he did not give reasons for needing the addition

(Eric/10/Anne/ll/6B).

After analyzing the results from the small peer feedback groups and discovering

the high percentage of students who provided no comments at all during the conferences,

another analysis was completed to determine if there were age factors involved. Table 9

provides a summary of the students' responses, separating the students according to their

age. The liking category and no comments were the highest occurrence in all age groups

except for the 10- year-old students. The 10-year-old students made the majority of

question comments. Table 9 indicates that the students aged 10 made 20% of the 51

comments. Of the 10 comments made by the 10-year-old students, 40% were questions,

20% were liking, 20% were craftsmanship and 10% were helping comments. Ten

percent of the 10 comments also included the 10-year-old students only sharing their

stories and not making a comment. The students age 1 1 made 41% of the 51 comments.
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Table 9

Age and Comments Made During The Small Peer Feedback Conference

Comment lOyrs llyrs 12yrs 13yrs 14 Totals

headings 3 students 14 students 7 students 3 students 3 students

Liking

Surface

13

Understood

Craftsman
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Of the 21 comments, 24% were liking and 19% were craftsmanship comments. Students

age 1 1, also made 5 % understood, 5% entertainment and 5% question comments. The

students age 12 made 22% of the 51 comments. Of the 1 1 comments made by the 12-

year-old students, 27% were liking and 27% were no comments. The students also made

9% understood, 9% craftsmanship, 9% entertainment, 9% real and 9% question

comments. The students age 13 did not make any comments, and therefore 100% fell into

the no comment category. The 14-year-old students made 12% of the 51 comments. Of

the 6 comments made by the 14-year-old students 50% were liking, 33% were understood

and 17% were no comments.

After reviewing the age differences, another analysis of the data was done to

determine if there were differences between comments made by boys and girls. The two

most frequent responses were analyzed and displayed on a bar graph. Figure 6 and

Figure 7 show the results of the comparison between boys' and girls' comments. It is

important to remember that there were more girls in the study than boys and that they

were spread out unevenly through the age categories, this made it difficult to compare the

results therefore all data was analyzed in terms of the amount of comments in each

different age category.

Figure 6 shows the results of the comparison between boys and girls who made a

liking comment. According to the results, all the boys made 4 (31%) and all the girls

made 9 (69%) of the 13 liking comments. The 10-year-old boys made none (0%) and the

girls made 2 (100%) of the 2 liking comments. For the 1 1 year-old students, the boys

made 1 (20%) and the girls made 4 (80%) of the 5 liking comments. The 12-year-old

boys made none (0%) and the girls made 3 (100%) of the 3 liking comments. The boys
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Figure 6. Liking comments made during the small peer feedback conference.
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Comments

Figure 7 . No comments by boys and girls during the small peer feedback
conference.
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and girls age 13 did not provide any liking comments. The 14-year-old boys made 3

(100%) and the girls made none (0%) of the 3 liking comments.

Figure 7 displays the results for boys and girls who did not provide any comments

to their peers' writing. The 10-year-old boys' results represented 1 (100%) and girls'

results represented (0%) of the no comment category. The 1 1 -year-old boys' results

accounted for 3 (33%) and the girls' results accounted for 6 (67%) of the no comment

category. The 12-year-old boys' results represented one (33%) and the girls' results

represented 2 (67%) in the no comment category. The 13 -year-old boys and girls also

had 1 (33%) and 2 (67%) responses in the no comment category, respectively. The 14-

year-old boys' results represented (0%) and the girls' results represented 1 (100%) in

the no comment category. It is difficult to conclude whether there was any difference in

comments made because of the number of subjects in each age group. The results do not

indicate any differences between boys and girls who produced no comments. For

instance, all the girls' comments together represented 1 1 (65%) of the 17 no comments,

whereas boys represented 6 (35%). It is important to note that there were 63% more girls

involved in the study, so it is expected that the girls would have a higher percentage of no

comments.

The second set of data collected and analyzed was from the large peer feedback

conferences. They were used to discover what type of feedback the EFL students, ages

10 to 14, gave to their peers' writing. First the data were analyzed as a whole group, and

then for each individual age and gender. All responses during the large peer feedback

conferences were audio-taped, transcribed, and then categorized into Hilgers's (1986)

research comment headings. Table 10 summarizes the analysis of the data collected.
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The results indicated that during the large peer feedback conferences the majority of

students' comments still fell into the liking category similar to the smaller peer

conferences. Twenty-one (40%) out of the 53 comments made involved the students

mentioning that they liked or disliked their peers' writing. The next most frequent

comments dealt with craftsmanship, similar to the smaller group peer feedback

conference. Eleven (21%) out of the 53 comments made deah with craftsmanship, the

content of writing.

However, unlike the results from the small peer feedback conferences, the next

most common category mentioned in the large group was the entertainment of the story,

rather than no comments. Ten (20%) included the entertainment of the story, compared

to the small peer feedback conferences with 2 (4%) entertainment comments. The major

differences between the large and the small peer feedback conferences was the fact that

only 3 (6%) comments made during the large conferences included someone not giving

any comments at all. The small group conferences had 17 (32%) no comments.

Therefore, during the larger group peer feedback conferences, more students were able to

provide feedback to their peers' writing. Furthermore, 2 out of the 3 students who did not

provide any comments during the large group peer feedback conference did not provide

any comments during the small peer feedback conference. These 2 students were the

only ones who had a lot of difficulty expressing themselves in English, and therefore

maybe they were still unable to verbally give feedback.

After analyzing the large peer feedback conference as a whole group, it was

important to determine if there were differences between each age category and gender.

It was difficult to compare age and gender due to the small numbers of the students, but a

comparison was made to help determine any major differences. Each age group was
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analyzed regarding the number of comments made in their group. For instance, if the 10-

year-old students made 10 comments then the number 10 was used to determine the
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Table 10

Feedback Comments During the Large Peer Feedback Conferences (5 per group)

Basis of Response Frequency Examples

1

.

Liking an element of, or

associated with a text

2. Surface features of text

3. Understood
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percentage for both boys and girls age 10. This way, the comments made in the different

categories can be relatively compared across the age groups.

Table 1 1 provides a summary ofthe comments made by the different age groups.

The students age 1 1 made 51%, and the students age 12 made 21% of the total 53

comments. Of the 53 comments, the students age 13 made 1 1%, age 14 made 9%, and

the students age 10 only made 8% of the total comments. Students age 10 made 50%

liking, 25% entertainment and 25% no comments to their peers' writing. The students

age 1 1 made 41% liking, 18% entertainment, 18%, craftsmanship and 15% surface

feature comments. Students age 1 1, also made 4% real and had 4% no comments. Of the

1 1 comments made by 12-year-old students, 27% were craftsmanship, 18% liking, 18%

surface features, 1 8% entertainment, 9% real, and 9% were no comments.

Of the 6 comments made by students age 13, 50% were liking, 33% entertainment, and

17% were craftsmanship. Students age 13 did not use the no comment category like the

other students did. Out of the 5 comments made by 14-year-old students 60% were liking

and 40% craftsmanship comments.

According to the results, the most frequent response in all age groups was a liking

comment. The next most frequent response was a craftsmanship comment. There was

not much difference found between age groups. However, students age 10 did not make

any craftsmanship comments; instead their second most frequent response was both

entertainment and no comments. Ten-year-old students had the highest percentage of

entertainment comments. The students age 14 had the highest percentage of providing

craftsmanship comments. None of the students provided a helping comment or a

question comment.
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Table 11

Age and Comments Made During Large Peer Feedback Conferences

Comments Age 10 Age 11 Age 12 Age 13 Age 14 Total

3 students 14 students 7 students 3 students 3 students

Liking 2

Surface

Understood

Craftsman

Entertain

Real

Helping

Questions

No 1

comments

11

4

5

5

1

1

2

2

3

2

1

1

3

1

2

3
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The next stage in data analysis was to determine if there were differences

regarding how boys and girls responded to their peers' writing. The most frequent

response made during the large peer feedback conferences occurred in the liking

category. Figure 8 indicates that the girls made 14 (67%) and the boys made 7 (33%) of

the 21 liking comments. It is important to note that 19 (63%) of the participants were

girls and 1 1 (37%) were boys, and therefore it is very difficult to compare the results

adequately. Both boys and girls age ten provided 50% of the 2 liking comments. The

boys age 1 1 made 27% of the 1 1 liking comments made by 1 1 year olds, whereas the

girls made 73%. Of the 2 liking comments made by 12-year-olds, the boys made 0%

and, therefore the girls made 100% of the liking comments. The boys age 13 made 33%

of the 3 liking comments, whereas the girls made 67% of the liking comments.

Of the 3 liking comments, the boys age 14 made 67% and the girls made 33%. The 12-

year-old boys were the only group who did not provide a liking comment.

Figure 9 shows craftsmanship comments, the second most frequent comment

produced by the EFL students during the large peer feedback conference. The boys made

55% of the 1 1 craftsmanship comments, whereas the girls made 45%. Both the boys and

girls age 10 made zero (0%) craftsmanship comments. Boys age 1 1 made 40% of the 5

craftsmanship comments by 1 1 year olds, whereas the girls made 60%. Out of 3

craftsmanship comments by 12 year olds, the boys made 33% and girls made 67%. Girls

age 13 did not make any comments, and therefore the boys made 100% of the one

craftsmanship comment. Boys age 14 made 100% of the 2 craftsmanship comments,

whereas the girls made 0%. Even though boys overall made more craftsmanship

comments than girls did there were some instances of girls making more than boys.
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Figure 8 . Liking comments made by boys and girls during the large conference.
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Figure 9 . Craftsmanship comments by boys and girls during large peer

conference.
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For instance, girls age 1 1 and 12 made more craftsmanship comments than the boys.

However girls age 10, 13, and 14 did not make any craftsmanship comments, and

therefore overall the boys made more craftsmanship comments.

Data from another feedback experience were collected during the interview

process. One of the interview questions adapted fi-om Samway's (1993) research was to

gain a better understanding of peer feedback conferences (Appendix A). Each student

was asked to rate a story (Appendix E) and then provide a feedback comment. All the

feedback comments are summarized in Appendix J. Table 12 summarizes the results

from the interview question about rating a story. The majority of students were able to

express their thoughts and ideas about a story. Of the 30 students 87% were able to

provide a feedback comment whereas 13% did not provide a comment. Unlike the small

and large peer feedback conference, the most frequent comment made during the

interview was not a liking comment but a craftsmanship comment.

Only 3% out of the 37 comments was a liking comment. Of the 37 comments

made 54% were craftsmanship, 27% were surface features, 3% were real and 3% were

imderstood comments. The students even were able to mention adding ideas to make the

story better. For instance, Tina age 12 suggested to "write more things about how it

became superman." During the interview there were also 10% of the 37 comments made

in the no comment category.

Table 12 not only shows the overall number of comments, but it also outlines the

number ofcomments made by the students in each age group. The students age 10 made

8% of the thirty-seven comments, whereas the students age 1 1 made 46%, age 12 made

22%, age 14 made 13%) and the students age 13 made only 1 1%. Furthermore, of the 3

responses made by 10-year-old students, 67% were liking comments and 34% were no





Table 12

Interview Comments Relating to Anonymous Author^s Story

106

Comments

Real

No comments

Total

Age

10

Age

11

Age

12

Age

13

Age

14

Total

3 students 14 students 7 students 3 students 3 students

Liking



./,
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comments. The boys and girls age 1 1 made 17 comments, 53% were craftsmanship, 23%

were surface features; 12% were no comments, 6% liking and 6% real comments. Of the

8 responses made by students age 12, 75% were craftsmanship comments, 13% were

surface feature and 13% were no comments. Of the 4 responses made by students age 13,

50% were surface feature and 50% were craftsmanship comments. The students age 14

made five comments, 60% were craftsmanship, 20% were surface features and 20% were

understood comments.

The next stage in the data analysis was to determine if there were any differences

between boys' and girls' most frequent comments during the interview. Unlike the large

and small peer feedback conferences, the most frequent comments made were in the

craftsmanship category, not the liking category. Figure 10 displays the results for each

age group for the craftsmanship comments. Overall, the girls made 65% and the boys

made 35% of the 20 craftsmanship comments. Both the boys and girls age 10 made no

craftsmanship comments. The boys age 1 1 made 22% of the nine craftsmanship

comments, whereas the girls made 78%. Of the 8 craftsmanship comments, boys age 12

made 33% and girls made 67%. Both the boys and girls age 13 made 50%) out of the two

craftsmanship comments. Of the 3 craftsmanship comments, boys age 14 made 67%,

whereas the girls made 33%.

The second most frequent comment made during the interview was about the

surface features of the story. Figure 1 1 displays the results. Overall, the boys made 40%

of the 10 surface feature comments, whereas the girls made 60%. Both boys and girls

age 10 made 50% the two surface feature comments made by the 10- year-old students.

The boys age 1 1 made 25% of 4 surface feature comments, whereas the girls made 75%.
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Figure 10 . Craftsmanship comments by boys and girls during interview.
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Figure 11 . Surface features comments by boys and girls during interview.
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The boys age 12 made 0% of the one surface feature comments, whereas the girls made

100%. Of the two comments made by 13-year-old students, boys and girls made 50% of

the surface feature comments. Of the one surface feature comment, boys age 14 made

100%, whereas the girls made 0%. Boys and girls age 10 and 13 made the same amount

of surface feature comments. The girls age 1 1 and 12 made more surface features

comments than their age partners. The boys age 14 made all the surface feature

comments compared to the girls age 14.

Question Two: What revisions were made in relation to peer feedback comments?

The second set of data analyzed were the revisions that the students made as a

whole group; later individual age groups will be compared. The data were analyzed to

discover what percentage of the students' revisions were made in relation to peer

feedback comments from the small group conferences. All students were required to

write a second draft of their writing and make any revisions that they thought were

necessary. The researcher and class brainstormed reasons for making revisions and used

the story The Legend ofHow Popcorn Became (Appendix D), and the students were

asked as a group to give some ideas of possible revisions that could be made. This

discussion focused mainly on content rather than grammar.

Table 13 and Figure 12 outline the revisions that were made in three different

aspects: grammatical, content that dealt with either adding or deleting ideas, and layout

changes. One student, Janet, age 10, did not want to have her writing analyzed and

therefore her revisions could not be included. Figure 12 displays a chart of the three

different categories found in the revisions that were made. Both Table 13 and Figure 12

show that the students were able to make revisions, although the majority of revisions

occurred in the grammatical category. Table 13 indicates that there were a total





Table 13

Number of Revisions

HI

Grammatical
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B Grammatical Content D Miscellaneous

Figure 12. Number of revisions in tliree categories: Grammatical, content and
layout
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of 1 56 revisions made by the students. The grammatical revisions were the most

common form of change made. Of the 156 revisions made by students, 86 (56%) were

grammatical, 49 (3 1%) were content and 21 (13%) were layout. A lot of the layout

changes occurred when students changed the spacing or added pictures to their writing.

The content changes usually occurred when students added or deleted information, such

as the name of a character. Grarrmiatical changes occurred when a student corrected

spelling or replaced a word with a better word.

Table 14 summarizes the revisions made by boys and girls age 10. Janet age 10

was the only 10-year-old girl involved in the study. She did not want her story analyzed,

and therefore the revisions could not be compared to discover if there are any differences

between boys' and girls' types of revisions for that age group. Figure 13 provides a

summary of results in a pie graph to show the percentage of the revisions. Boys age ten

made five (3%) of the total one hundred and fifty-six revisions. Of the 5 revisions made

by boys age 10, 2 (40%) were grammatical revisions, 2 (40%) were content revisions and

1 (20%) was a layout revision.

Table 15 and Figure 14 summarize the results for boys and girls age 1 1

.

Boys and girls age 1 1 made 88 (56%) of the 156 revisions. Boys age 1 1 made 22 (14%)

of the 156 revisions and the girls made 66 (42%). Of the 22 revisions made by boys age

11,14 (64%) were grammatical, 6 (27%) were content and, 2 (9%) were layout. The

majority of the girls' revisions were grammatical, which was similar to the boys'

revisions. Of the 66 revisions made by girls age 1 1, 43 (65%) were grammatical, 16

(24%) were content and 7(11%) were layout. Therefore, boys and girls age 1 1 made

similar revisions. The grammatical category for both boys and girls age 1

1
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Table 14

The Revision Categories for Boys and Girls 10 Years Old

Boys/Girls
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Figure 13 . Revisions by boys and girls, age 10





Table 15

The Revision Categories for Boys and Girls 1 1 Years Old
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Boys/Girls

Number
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Figure 14 . Revisions by boys and girls, age 11.
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accounted for the majority revisions. Second, most frequent revisions dealt with content

and last were the layout revisions.

Table 16 and Figure 15 provide a summary of the revisions made by 12-year-old

boys and girls. Boys and girls age 12 made 34 (28%) of the 156 revisions. Boys age 12,

made 1 1 (7%) of the 156 revisions, whereas the girls made 23 (15%). Of the 1 1 revisions

made by boys age 12, 7 (64%) were grammatical, 2 (18%) were content and 2 (18%)

were layout. Of the 23 revisions made by girls age 12, 1 1 (48%) were grammatical, 9

(39%) were content, and 3 (13%) were layout. Therefore, according to the results boys

and girls age 12, majority of revisions were grammatical changes.

Table 17 and Figure 16 summarize the revisions made by the 13-year-old boys

and girls. Boys and girls age 13 made 9 (6%) of the 156 revisions. Boys age 13 made 4

(3%) of the 156 revisions, whereas the girls made 5 (3%). Of the 4 revisions made by

boys age 13, 2 (50%) were grammatical, 1 (25%) was content and 1 (25%) was four

layout. The 13-year-old girls, made 3 (60%) grammatical, 1 (20%) content, and 1(20%)

layout out of the 5 revisions. The majority of revisions made by boys and girls age 13

were grammatical with both content and layout being the second most frequent revisions.

Table 18 and Figure 17 summarize the revisions made by the boys and girls age

14 years. The boys and girls age 14 made 19 (12%) of the 156 revisions. Boys made 16

(10%) of the 156 revisions, whereas the girls made 3 (2%). The boys age 14 were the

only group of students who had the majority of content related revisions. They made 10

(63%) content changes out of 16 revisions. The boys age 14 also made 3 (19%)
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The Revision Categories for Girls and Boys 12 Years Old
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Figure 15 . Revisions by boys and girls, age 12.





Table 17

The Revision Categories for Girls and Boys 13 Years Old
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Figure 16. Revisions by boys and girls, age 13.
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Table 18

The Revision Categories for Boys and Girls 14 Years Old

Boys/Girls
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Figure 17 . Revisions by boys and girls, age 14.
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grammatical and 3 (19%) layout out of their 16 revisions. Of the 3 revisions made by

girls age 14, 1 (33%) was content, one (33%) layout, and 1 (34%) was grammatical.

Overall, the students, both boys and girls, all made some revisions. The boys and

girls, except for boys age 14, made more grammatical changes than any other revision

category. The boys age 14 made more content-related changes. After reviewing all

students' writing it was found that many students had difficulty in terms of grammatical

problems and were missing important content related items. The students had difficulty

revising their working to make it clear and more effective. For instance, Jon wrote:

Peter Pan

One day a person who name Piterpan live in a fantais, in other planet. That boy

was with wendy, his girlfriend, they can fly in the sky but in bad that planet was a

bad boy "Capitan Garfio" and he like to kill Piterpan but a cocodrile like to kill

capitan Garfio, but Capitan Garfio kill the cocodrile.

Jon is missing a lot of details that could make his story better, and therefore he could

have made more content-related changes. Aaron, 14 years old, has the strongest piece of

writing, with some grammatical errors, but he has included a lot of details. However, the

majority of students' writing still requires a lot of needed revisions in terms of

grammatical and content-related revisions to help them create a clearer story (Appendix

Q)-

Figure 18 shows a pie graph of the revisions made by all the students. Every

student involved in the study made some sort of revisions to their writing; however, only

6 (20%) out of the 30 students made one of their revisions relating to their peers'

comments. According to the type of feedback given, the 6 students who made revisions
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Figure 18 . Revisions made in relation to peers' comments and other revisions.
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in relation to their peers' comments all received peer feedback about the content of their

writing (Appendix K). The number of revisions related to the peer feedback comments

was 7 (4%) out of the 156 revisions. Furthermore, 149 (95%) of the 156 revisions were

not made in relation to peers' feedback. It is important to note that there were 17(53%)

students who did not give any comments during the small group peer feedback

conference, and therefore many students could not relate their revisions to comments.

The revisions that were made in relation to feedback came from content-related peer

feedback comments. For instance, Aaron replied, " I think it is a great story but you

many states than you think it was too much but I like it very much." Aaron provided a

comment relating to the content of the story by saying that Jimmy wrote too many names

of states in his story. Jimmy, following Aaron's suggestion then took out some ofthem

and replaced them wdth one state. New York. Another student, Janet, told Stacy that she

needed to add more details. Janet gave some specific ideas but Stacy decided to add

different details. For instance, one detail she added was, "Snow white was so scared that

she began to run into the forest and she fell down and went to sleep." Even though

students like Stacy and Jimmy made changes to their writing from their peers' comments,

it was only a small number of students (4%) who followed advice.

Question Three; What was the students* behaviour like during peer feedback

conferences?

The third research question focused on the students' behaviour during the

composing process and the peer feedback conference. The students' behaviour was noted

throughout the study. All students were allowed to share their writing throughout the

process and students were encouraged to write as much as they could. As part of the
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classroom routine, the researcher always walked around the room, at times asking

questions regarding what the students were working on. Therefore, when the researcher

was making observational notes the routine of walking around the classroom and asking

questions to clarify what was being observed would not be different to the daily routine.

Overall, the students' behaviour reflected a positive experience. Students helped

each other with spelling or other ideas. Some students discussed their ideas before

beginning to prewrite, and they even shared books to help each other remember certain

fairy tales. Most students worked individually on their writing, but some students shared

their ideas with each other. For instance, Tina, Trisha, and Helen sat beside each other,

and all three of them decided to write a story about Cinderella. Aaron spent a lot of his

time drawing pictures to match his story, and Erin would occasionally look over to

Aaron's pictures and say, "good." Erin also decided to draw a picture to go with her

story and then showed it to Aaron. Another student, Eric gave Anne some ideas on how

to end her story. The two of them would break out laughing but then go back to their

writing.

The researcher noted that there were a few occurrences off-topic behaviour as

well as negative behaviour. For instance, Eric kept repeating the phrase, "Johnny,

Johimy, Johimy," instead ofworking cooperatively with his partner. Rebecca complained

that her partner did not give her any feedback because she did not know what to say. One

small peer feedback conference, the students played a walkman instead of working.

During the larger group conference, one group repeatedly gave negative replies, for

example, "I don't like the story because Arme read the story."

Furthermore, during the peer feedback conference some students did not give any

responses to their peers' writing, but everyone was willing to share their stories. Overall,
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the students worked together cooperatively, asking each other for help and occasionally

asking the researcher for clarification. Throughout the writing process, most students

worked independently except for the occasional question or comment. The students

worked quietly but did interact while they wrote, offering help or commenting on their

peers' writing or pictures.

Question Four: What were the students* perceived attitudes concerning peer

feedback?

The last research question examined focused on the students' attitudes about peer

feedback. All students involved in the study were asked what they thought of peer

feedback. Each response was recorded and then analyzed to determine the percentage of

students who liked or disliked peer feedback. Figure 19 displays the results of the

students' preference to liking or disliking peer feedback. All students were able to reply

to the interview question (Appendix A) regarding their opinions. The majority of

students, 24 (80%) out of the 30 students, liked peer feedback. The students liked peer

feedback because they felt that it helped them to write better. For instance, Eric said,

"because they give you ideas" (Eric/1 0/I). Rachel said, "my friends know English and I

learn" (Rachel/ 1 l/I). Joanne, said, "because they have two person is better than one"

(Joanne/ 12/1). Karl said that he liked peer feedback because it gave him some ideas on

how to make his story better (Karl/ 13/1). Henry said, "because if you know what they

say, you know how to do better (Henry/ 14/1).

Two (7%) out of the 30 students were not sure whether they liked peer feedback.

For instance, Janet said, "because sometimes I think my story is not so I don't know I

don't want [them] to hear this my story" (Janet/1 0/I); however, if she liked her story she

would like to share it. Even though Janet was not sure whether she liked peer feedback.
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Figure 19 . Students* attitudes towards peer feedback.
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her response did not match her behaviour during the peer feedback. For instance, in the

small peer feedback conference, Janet freely shared her story and asked her partner what

she felt about the story. However, during the large peer feedback conference, Janet did

not want to share her story nor did she want her story analyzed. Throughout the

classroom discussions Janet was an active participant and had no difficulty expressing

herself in English. Tracy also liked peer feedback, but sometimes she was unsure. She

states that "only some of them, not all of them because others are stupid boys"

(Tracy/ 12/1), and therefore she was unsure whether she liked it because it depended on

whom she had to share her story with.

After comparing the students as a whole group, it was interesting to determine if

there was a difference in terms of age and gender ofwho liked or disliked peer feedback.

Table 19 summarizes the data for each group, separating the boys' and girls' data.

According to the results, the boys and the girls both liked peer feedback. For instance,

82% of the boys liked peer feedback out of 1 1 boys, whereas 15 (79%) of the 19 girls

liked peer feedback. The students' responses are in Appendix L. One (50%) of the 2

boys age 10 liked peer feedback whereas the 10-year-old girl was unsure. Of the four

boys age 11,3 (75%) liked peer feedback whereas, 9 (90%) of the10 girls liked peer

feedback. Of the 2 boys age 12, both (100%) liked peer feedback whereas, 4 (80%) of

five girls liked peer feedback. One boy age 13 (100%) liked peer feedback whereas only

1 (50%) of the 2 girls liked peer feedback. Both the boys and girls age 14, all liked peer

feedback (100%).

Table 19 indicates that 2 boys (18%) and 2 girls (11%) did not like peer feedback.

Rick did not like peer feedback, but he could not explain (Rick/10/I). During the small.
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Table 19

Peer Feedback: Liking, Disliking, or Unsure by Age and Gender
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large peer feedback, and the interview feedback question, Rick did not give any

suggestions or comments regarding his peers' writing or the anonymous story. Rick had

some difficulty expressing himself in English, but had more difficult expressing himself

in writing. Alex said that he did not want his friends to see his writing but did not give

any reasons for not wanting his friends to see his stories (Alex/ 12/1). He remained quiet

throughout all discussions, but did provide a comment for the interview story. Elena

stated that she thought peer feedback was a bad idea, but did not give any explanations

why she did not like peer feedback conferencing.

Overall, the majority of students liked peer feedback; however, according to the

percentages, the boys and girls age 14, 12, and 1 1 had the highest number of students

who liked peer feedback. Boys age 13, all liked peer feedback but only 50% of the girls

age 13 agreed. Boys and girls age 10 either did not like peer feedback or were not sure

whether they liked it or not. According to their opinions (Appendix L), students thought

that peer feedback helped them by giving ideas or words or that they just liked working

together.

Summary

The data analyzed consisted of small and large group peer feedback conferences,

interviews, and observation. According to the analysis of the data, the large group

conferences resulted in fewer instances of no comments being made. The majority of

students provided comments relating to liking of a text. All students were asked their

opinions about peer feedback and were also asked to provide feedback to an anonymous

author's story (Appendix A). Again, the majority of students provided comments relating

to the liking of the text, but also provided comments about the content of the text. Most

of the students liked peer feedback because it gave them ideas on how to improve their
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Stories. Most of the students were cooperative and relied on each other for assistance.

However, there were isolated occurrences of negative behaviour by a group of students

saying, "I don't like the story because Anne read it," or off task conversation. The final

data analyzed were the number of revisions made in terms of grammatical, content or

layout and the percentage of revisions related to peers' comments. Only a small portion

of students made revisions relating to peers' comments; however all students made some

revisions to their writing.





CHAPTER FIVE: DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS, AND IMPLICATIONS

Summary

This study sought to discover if thirty 10-to 14-year old EFL students were able to

provide feedback to their peers' writing. Cooperative Learning has emerged into schools

in all aspects of education. One cooperative activity that has become popular is having

students respond to each other's writing. According to researchers such as Graves (1983)

and Calkins (1990), young native-English-speaking students can effectively provide

feedback to their peers' writing. Samway (1992) and Urzua (1987) studied young ESL

students providing effective feedback; however, there has been limited research for EFL

students 10 to 14 years old and whether they can provide feedback to their peers' writing.

Therefore, this study has examined thirty 10-to 14-year-old EFL students during their

writing class. The students were involved in the writing process including prewriting,

revising, and providing each other with peer feedback, and drafting. Observations and

interview data were also collected for the analysis of the students' behaviour and

opinions regarding peer feedback within the writing classroom.

Summary of Main Findings

The findings indicated that the majority of comments made by the EFL students

related to the liking category or no category at all, but by the second and third

conferences the students began to provide more comments. However, the comments that

the students provided still needed to be more elaborate, for instance, giving the author

some ideas on how to edit their work, rather than only stating that the story needed more

details.
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The second research question sought to discover if the students made revisions in

relation to their peers' comments. The findings indicated that the majority of students did

not make any revisions relating to their peers' comments; how^ever, it is important to note

that the students made revisions only after the first peer feedback conferences, and

therefore the findings could be a result of the type ofcomments they received. For

instance, the two highest comment categories given were liking and no comments,

therefore the students did not receive a lot of suggestions on how to improve their

writing. It would have been beneficial to have the students revise after the larger group

peer feedback conferences to determine if there would have been a larger proportion of

the revisions made in relation to the comments.

The third research question sought to discover how the students behaved during

the peer feedback conferences. The findings indicated that overall the students'

behaviour reflected a positive experience for them because they helped each other and

stayed on task, with only a few instances of negative behaviour. The students shared

their stories and helped each other with spelling but mainly wrote quietly and

independently. However, there were a few instances of off-topic discussions and

negative behaviour, such as playing with equipment. For instance, one group plugged in

a Walkman and played music while taping, which made it difficult for them to share.

Another group kept telling the author that her story was no good because she wrote it.

One student felt that her peer did not have enough English to help her. However, overall,

the majority of students worked cooperatively and tried to help each other.

The last research question sought to discover how the EFL students perceived

peer feedback conferences. The findings indicate that the majority of students liked peer
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feedback conferences because they felt that it helped them revise their writing by giving

them more ideas or that it helped them with English. However, the students' reasons for

liking peer feedback did not reflect the findings for the percentage of revisions made in

relation to their peers' comments were low. Again, this could be due to the fact that the

majority of students either received liking comments or no comments before they revised.

Discussion

The purpose of the study was to determine ifEFL students age 10 to 14 could provide

effective feedback to their peers' writing. Four main questions were addressed:

1

.

What criteria did the students use to evaluate their peers' writing?

2. What revisions were made in relation to peer feedback comments?

3. What was the students' behaviour like during peer feedback conferences?

4. What were the students' perceived attitudes concerning peer feedback?

1: What criteria did the students use to evaluate their peers* writing?

The results indicate a positive experience for the EFL students age 10 to 14, but

that they require practice and more modelling of peer feedback comments. For instance,

during the small peer feedback conferences the EFL students made more liking

comments than any other comments. Furthermore, a high number of students did not

even provide any comments. According to Hilgers's (1986) research, as the native-

English-speaking students became older they were able to provide more elaborate

comments, such as "craftsmanship" comments but when they were younger and less

experienced writers they provided only liking comments. The EFL students were able to

progress a little in their comments, and finally, during the interview, they also provided
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some craftsmanship comments, but it should be noted that they were still inexperienced

as English writers and needed more practice and modelling.

The results also reflect Potter's (1990) research where the lower achieving fifth-

grade students responded with liking comments rather than higher level content-related

comments. During the small peer feedback conferences in this study, the EFL students

also made more liking comments or they did not provide any comments. They did not

make many higher level comments, whereas Potter's (1990) research indicates that older

higher achieving students are able to make such comments. However, unlike Potter's

research, the EFL students are not native-English-speakers, nor were they analyzed in

terms of achievement levels, but because they lacked experience the students still

provided more liking comments.

According to the results, the EFL students began to provide more comments and

even made some craftsmanship comments during the large peer feedback conferences.

Russell (1985) suggests that good conferences are the ones that help students to develop

their writing skills by giving them ideas on how to improve the overall content of writing.

For instance, Aaron (14/9A) suggested that his peer should include more details about the

stepmother. Henry (14/9A) suggested that his peer should add more specific ideas, but

did not give any suggestions. Calkins (1990) suggests that with experience and practice

native-English-speaking students are able to provide effective feedback to their peers'

writing. Gere and Abbott (1985) also argue that students in grades 5, 8, and 9 can all

provide comments, but that older students are able to provide more higher level

comments because they have more experience. Samway (1993) and Urzua (1987) both

examined ESL students and also discovered that with practice the students could learn
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and develop their writing and feedback comments. Similar to the above studies, the EFL

students were able to provide comments, but they still needed more practice in providing

content-related comments. For instance, during the interview, Christine, age 12, stated

that the writer should describe the place where the setting of the story began, but she did

not give any more details. Tina, age 12, suggested that the author did not make clear how

the main character became superman. She suggested that the writer should add more

ideas on how the person became superman. Therefore, similar to Kasten (1997), the EFL

students were able to provide comments, but they still required more practice to develop

this skill.

Furthermore, an important aspect of this study showed that the students were able

to provide feedback to their peers' writing but that they still required a lot more

modelling of effective feedback. Hilgers (1984) discovered that students can provide

feedback but must learn how to explain comments. It was also suggested that writers

could only provide comments based on their writing ability. Graves (1983) and Samway

(1993) both argue that teachers must model the language needed for students to provide

effective feedback to their peers' writing. For instance, if students are to provide more

content-related comments, then the teacher must model this type of conference. The EFL

students were introduced to peer feedback conferences, but the teacher modelled 50% of

the lesson on liking a story, and therefore the students' comments could have been a

reflection of their experience and exposure to the peer feedback environment. The

content-related comments during the large peer feedback also indicate that more

modelling was needed. For instance, the majority of content-related comments made
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during the large peer feedback conferences only stated that the writer should add more

details, but they did not provide any reasons or ideas for the needed additions.

2: What revisions were made in relation to peer feedback comments?

Only 7 revisions were made as a result of the peers' comments. The low level of

revisions made in relation to peers' comments is not similar to Olson's (1990) research

results. It was concluded in Olson's research that the amount of revisions was influenced

more by peer feedback than any other revision strategy. During this study the EFL

students chose not to include their peers' ideas when revising. However, when

considering the students' peer feedback comments that they received it is important to

note that the majority of the students did not receive any advice and therefore could not

make any revisions reflecting their peers' comments. Olson also found that students who

revised with a peer revised more, but also that the students who received more revision

instruction and peer feedback instruction wrote higher quality first and second drafts.

However, the results of this study did not find many students' revisions made in

relation to peers' comments, nor did the EFL students write high- quality first and second

drafts. The EFL students' writing lacked cohesiveness and strength and only two

students had clear, concise writing, which would indicate that the EFL students needed

more instruction. For instance, the students in Olson's (1990) research received over 4

months of modelling and instruction on peer feedback and revisions. Furthermore,

Graves (1983), Calkins (1990), and Samway (1993) all argue that students need practice

and instruction in all aspects of the writing process. Therefore, in order to discover if the

EFL students would be able to develop their writing with their peers' assistance, a

longitudinal study needs to be completed. For instance, if the students received more
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mini lessons on peer feedback and revision process, maybe the results would reflect

Olson's (1990) research.

3: What was the students* behaviour like during peer feedback conferences?

The majority of the EFL students' behaviour was positive throughout the study.

The students stayed on topic, discussing vmting or sharing writing and helping each other

during the process. Students asked their peers for assistance with spelling and often

shared their work with each other. Lamme and Childers' (1983) also found that students

naturally share their ideas and would even duplicate each other's work. During this

study, some students duplicated others' work. For instance, Aaron shared his story with

his peer next to him. Erin looked at his illustrations and stated that she liked his pictures.

Erin then decided to include illustrations within her story. Other students discussed

different fairytales and decided to do the same topic. Dyson (1990) argues that a

classroom has a unique "social nature" where students want to share and help each other.

During this study the students did work independently, but asked each other for

assistance instead of asking the teacher.

Beaumont (1999) argues that students try to fit themselves as equal learners

within the unique "social nature." It is interesting to note that during the small and large

peer feedback conferences, the majority of comments were liking comments, but during

the interview students gave more content-related comments. It is possible that the

students did not want to affect their new friendships within this summer language

program, and therefore, did not provide higher level comments due to the "social nature"

of the classroom. The students were able to provide more content-related items during

the interview, perhaps because they had more experience with feedback, and maybe they
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were more comfortable not knowing the author. Beaumont (1999) suggests that teachers

must be aware of the social nature of the classroom in order to help guide students to

become efficient collaborators. Samway (1990) also states that students need to

internalize strategies and language needed to provide feedback to focus on meaning

rather than other issues. The EFL students, therefore, needed more guidance and

modelling on how to provide effective feedback without feelings of guilt.

According to the observations, not all the behaviour was found to be positive.

There were a few instances of off-topic discussions and some negative responses to

peers' writing. Lyle (1996) argues that collaborative group work needs to be well

planned out and that teachers need to help students stay on task. It was argued that

teachers must know the social dynamics of their class in order to create a successful

collaborative group. For instance, putting two students together who are always off topic

would not be a good dynamic for a successful collaborative group. During this study,

one large peer feedback conference was not created with a good dynamic. For instance,

after the writer shared her stories, her peers replied that they did not like it because she

wrote it. However, the majority of conferences were not negative, but the students still

required more collaborative experience in order to provide more detailed comments.

4: What were the students^ perceived attitudes concerning peer feedback

conferences?

The majority of students liked peer feedback and felt that it helped them to

improve their writing. The "liking" of peer feedback conferences reflects cooperative

learning theory. For instance, Wheeler and Ryan (1973) concluded that cooperative

students like working together more than the competitive groups. Johnson. Johnson,
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Johnson and Anderson (1976) indicated that the cooperative groups felt more secure in

their classrooms than the individualized learner. Johnson, Johnson and Scott (1978) also

discovered that the students held more positive attitudes when working cooperatively.

The majority of the EFL students in this study believed that peer feedback helped them

by giving them more ideas, but their revisions did not reflect their positive attitudes.

According to Sharon (1980), small group teaching is a positive experience, but teachers

and students require instructions and practice to develop the necessary skills to be

effective cooperative learners. Therefore, the EFL students needed more time to develop

their peer feedback, revision and cooperation skills. For instance, the EFL students age

10 to 14 progressed in their comments over the period of the study. The small peer

feedback was not as successful because the students only provided a liking comment or

did not provide a conmient. During the larger peer feedback conferences, the students

did provide more comments and provided some content-related comments, but they still

needed to be more specific. During the interview, the students even began to provide the

writer with more specific ideas on how to improve the writing. The students still need to

learn to be more effective peer feedback providers, and they need to develop their

revision strategy. According to Urzua (1987), the ESL students were able to develop a

sense of audience, a sense of voice, and a sense of power in language, but they required

practice and many mini lessons. It is therefore important for a follow up study to be

completed, in order to determine if the EFL students could continue their grov^h and

develop their writing and peer feedback comments.
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Conclusions

The study's aim was to discover if 10- to 14-year-old EFL students could provide

feedback comments to their peers' writing. There has been a lot of research both on the

topic of the social nature of learning and on the topic of peer feedback, but most of the

research has been completed for native-English-speaking students, not EFL students aged

10 to 14. Lindfors (1989) believes what is good for the first language learner is good for

the second language learner, but it is important for teachers and researchers to examine

whether EFL students have enough knowledge of the English language to provide

feedback to their peers' writing. Therefore, this study wanted to learn more about how

EFL students interacted in peer feedback conferencing and whether they were able to

provide comments to their peers' writing. The following four questions were examined

throughout the study:

1 . What criteria did the students use to evaluate their peers' writing?

2. What revisions were made in relation to peer feedback comments?

3. What was the students' behaviour like during peer feedback comments?

4. What were the students' perceived attitudes concerning peer feedback?

The findings indicate an overall positive experience for the EFL students who

participated in this study. The majority of students felt that peer feedback helped to give

them more ideas. The students stayed on task throughout the study, asking each other

questions regarding spelling and even providing informal comments to each other.

However, there were a few instances of off-task behaviour and some negative comments,

but on the whole the students worked cooperatively together trying to help each other

write. Furthermore, it can be concluded that the students needed more instructions on
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how to collaborate. For instance, in order for the students to be successful collaborators

they needed to learn to provide more comments that help their peers revise their writing,

not just providing liking comments. Furthermore, for the group to be successful,

everyone needs to provide a comment. If one member decides not to provide feedback,

the collaborative system is not effective. Students need to all participate and learn to

provide each other with effective comments that aid in the revision process.

The study also concludes that the 10- to 14-year-old EFL students can provide

peer feedback, but more modelling of the process is necessary. The EFL students made

progress in their comments, but still need to learn to add more description to their

comments. It is not all that helpful if students only mention that more details are needed.

The students need to learn how to share their opinions and reasons for either adding or

deleting ideas, but they also need to know how to evaluate writing. For instance,

educators need to teach the students the language and the process involved in providing

peer feedback. The students might not know how to explain their ideas unless the teacher

introduces the concept. The teachers need to model what a conference might look like.

The students also need to develop the techniques on how to provide effective feedback

even to their friends. The students in this study might not have given effective feedback

because they did not want to hurt their friends' feelings. This is a whole process in which

the students need modelling and practice over a longer period of time in order to

internalize the necessary language needed to be successful collaborators within a peer

feedback writing environment.

Given the findings, it can be concluded that the EFL students did not take their

peers' feedback into consideration when revising. The students not only need more
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modelling and experience with peer feedback comments, but they also need more

modelling with how to revise their writing more effectively. Overall, the EFL students'

writing had many grammatical errors and lacked cohesiveness, additionally more content

needed to be included in order to write a successful story. It is therefore concluded that

the students require a longer period of time with more modelling and more practice time

to develop the whole writing process from prewriting to revising.

The results of the peer feedback conferences lead to the conclusion that peer

feedback was a positive experience for the students because they not only enjoyed peer

feedback conferences but they learned how to provide more content-related comments

and were able to stay on task throughout the study. The main conclusions are that the

students still require more time to internalize the whole writing process to become

effective collaborators and writers within the English classroom. The EFL students

required more time to learn how to be effective collaborators to provide more detailed

content-related comments. It is important for the teacher to model the appropriate

language and peer feedback conferences in order for the EFL students to learn the new

skills.

Limitations

There are a number of limitations within this study. First of all, the length of stay

was only 3 weeks for the students involved in the English Foundation program.

Furthermore, the class time was only 1 hour each morning, which provides little time for

students to receive any major instructions. Second, there was only a limited sample size

and there was definitely a cultural bias as the participants were all from Mexico, and

therefore the results cannot be generalized in terms of other EFL cultures. Third, the
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Students did not receive a lot of modelling experience in both peer feedback and revision.

Fourth, the students may not have had appropriate amount of time and training needed to

be successful cooperators. Finally, a limitation was the fact that administrators who

might not have been fully trained in language testing tested the student's language

proficiency.

Implications

This study examined 10-to 14-year-old EFL students interacting in peer feedback

conferences. The results indicated a positive experience for the students, since the

students not only viewed peer feedback positively, but the majority of students in all age

groups were also able to provide feedback comments. The students were not only able to

provide low-level comments such as liking comments, but they were also able to provide

higher level comments relating to the content of writing. The implications for this study

have been divided into three sections, implications for practice, implications for theory,

and implications for further research.

Implications for Practice

The findings and conclusions in the study help to show that EFL students, with

practice and training, can develop the techniques needed to provide effective feedback.

For instance, the EFL students' small peer feedback conferences were not as helpful as

the large peer feedback conferences. A large percentage of the students during the small

peer feedback conferences did not provide any comments, but with that experience they

were able to provide feedback during the large peer feedback conferences. It is very

important for the teacher not only to model the process of providing peer feedback, but

also to regularly allow the students the opportunity to practice and use peer feedback.
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The results indicated that, with practice, the EFL students were able to provide more

feedback, but they still require more practice and modelling to progress further.

The EFL students generally viewed peer feedback as a positive experience to

improve their writing. If students did not like peer feedback it would be difficult to

motivate the students to develop their techniques for providing comments and difficult to

motivate them to work together. The EFL students' opinions were positive about peer

feedback, and therefore teachers could easily use this positive social energy, according to

Dyson (1989), to create a good learning environment for writing.

Implications for Theory

The results of the study help to support Vygotsky's theory of development (1994).

For instance, Vygotsky believes that children must internalize the required skills in order

to achieve the new skills. In order for students to internalize the skills they require, the

students need to practice using the new skills in order to achieve. This research has

shown that the students need more practice in order to provide more comments relating to

the content of writing. However, upon reviewing the students' comments and their

revision patterns, it is apparent that the EFL students had only begun to understand the

process but still needed more practice and guidance to internalize the new skills.

Therefore, the results of the students' progress in providing peer feedback encourages

teachers to use small groups because the students were able to provide comments as well

as being active participants in the classroom.

Implications for Further Research

The results indicate a positive initial experience for the EFL students; however

further research needs to be carried out in order to determine if the EFL students continue
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to develop their writing and feedback comments. A useful aspect to pursue would be to

determine if the EFL students develop their techniques and revision strategies.

Furthermore, other questions have arisen form this study. For instance, would the

students who did not provide comments begin to make comments after they had more

experience and modelling of peer feedback techniques? Does the writing ability ofEFL

learners influence the students' peer feedback comments similar to the differences found

in the native-English-speaking students in Russell's (1985) study? Would the advanced

EFL students develop more skills when conferencing with students of similar ability?

Overall, the results from the study indicated that the EFL students had a positive

experience; they not only enjoyed peer feedback but also they began to provide more

comments. The positive results of this study indicate that further study into EFL

students' ability to use peer feedback is needed to understand the implications for

practice and theory.
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Appendix A

Interview Questions

1

.

How do you like writing? Do you like writing a lot? Do you like writing a little

bit? Do you not like writing? Why or why not?

2. When you write something like a story, do you ever go back and change

something that you had written? (If child does not understand show an example

of a first draft and then a revised copy.)

3. Did you like sharing your writing with your friends and have them give you ideas

for your writing? Why or why not?

4. What do you think about this piece of writing about "How I became Superman"

(Appendix G)? Is it very good? Is it okay? Is it not good? Why/why not?

5. How can this writer improve her writing?
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Appendix B

Observational Log

Name
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Appendix C

Teacher Questions

1

.

What are the objectives for the writing program?

2. What are the procedures your students must follow for a particular assignment?

3. Do the students have experience working collaboratively? In what subjects?

4. In terms of writing assigimients have they had any peer feedback experience?
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Appendix D

The Legend of How Popcorn Became.

There once was a sparrow eating com on the cob. All of a sudden he heard someone

behind him. He shoved the com in his pocket and ran and ran. He wasn't looking where

he was going. Boom! He bumped into a tree. All the com fell out of his pocket. He

couldn't pick them up because the farmer was right behind him. Finally, it was moming.

The sparrow flew back to get his com. There were big fluffy things. The sparrow said,

"It must have been magic." After that everyone threw com on the ground to get delicious

popcom.

(Ashleigh Lonsdale, 1999a)
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Appendix E

The Rat that Came to School

One day I was walking to school. When I got there my teacher was screaming. I asked

her, "what was the matter?" She said, " There is rats everywhere! Someone get it out of

here" she screamed. " I will in one minute." So I went to get a shovel. I walked to the

door and said, "Ratty, Ratty, Ratty. Come here." It crawled onto the shovel and I threw

it out the window. Everyone cheered. I was so happy so that is how I became superman.

(Ashleigh Lonsdale, 1 999b)

> Note: This is a student writer and the mistakes were left to resemble a story that

might be used in peer feedback conferencing.
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Appendix F

Case Study Participants

Code Name
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Appendix G

Case Study Categories

Category Example

1

.

Liking: "It's good because I like playing video games."

Comments relating to liking or disliking something about the story.

2. Surface features "...it's long."

Comments relating to spelling, grammar, or other aspects of the surface of writing.

3. Text as understood "It's no good; it doesn't make sense."

Comments relating to understanding of the text.

4. Craftsmanship ".
. .they used good words here that really explain it.'

Comments relating to the content of writing.

5. Value "It teaches a lesson."

Comments about how the story is of value to the reader.

6. Other

a) Entertainment "...that part's boring." "It's so exciting!"

Comments relating to how interesting the story was developed.

b) Real/Fiction "It's junk because it's just pretend."

Comments relating to the text as being fiction or nonfiction.

(Hilgers, 1986,p.45
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Prewriting Guide
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Problem Main idea

^

Characters

Note: This was only a guideline and students were able to use any format for prewriting

instead of this particular one because students might have their own prewriting method.
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Appendix I

Students' Peer Feedback Attitudes

n

Like Dislike Unsure

* Tallied responses to question 3 of interview.
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Appendix J

Interview Comments

Name Age Responses

Eric
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Appendix K

Number of Revisions in Relation to Peer Feedback Comments

Name
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Appendix L

Students' Reasons for Liking/Disliking Peer Feedback

Age Name Reasons

10 Eric "Because they give you ideas."

10 Janet "Because sometime I think my story is not so I don't know I don't want

to hear this my story."

10 Rick "I don't like."

1

1

Jimmy "I don't know to better the write."

1

1

Michael "Because its fun."

1

1

Elena "Because its bad."

1

1

Alex "No, because I don't want them to see."

1

1

Cathy "Because I think when I read those words are like less and they can

give me some ideas."

1

1

Helen "Because I like more in groups."

1

1

Rachel "My friends know English and I learn."

1

1

Kevin "Because it helps you."

1

1

Kim "Because they help me to write good."

1

1

Alison "Because the story maybe better."

1

1

Trisha "Sometimes, I don't have got words to explain and I put some words

and when I read they say that the words is not good in that sentence."

1

1

Leanne "Um, I don't know."

1

1

Stacy "Because I know what is missing in my story."

1

1

Erin "Yes, he helped me."

12 Doug "Because he help me."

12 Arme No reply

1

2

Joanne "Yes because they have two person have more imagines than one."

12 Jon No reply

12 Mary "Because they help me."

12 Tina "Because he is better than the other one."

1

2

Tracy "Only some of them, not all ofthem because the others are stupid

boys."

13 Christine "Because two person is better than one."

13 Lisa "No because Ijust don't like."

13 Karl "To give some story better."

14 Rebecca "Because they help me to better the story."

1

4

Henry "Because if you know what they say you know how to do better."

1

4

Aaron "I liked it very much, but I didn't like the recording of it."
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Appendix M

Small Peer Feedback Comments

Name Small Group Peer Feedback Comments
No comments, just helping Ann read. (6B)

No comments (3B)

I think your story is okay but maybe you have to add more details. For

example when you say about the bug spray you have to say that it was a

special spray that it was in a very special place or it didn't work. (3A)
No comments (8A)

Playing around (5A)

It was good and it was a good character. I like it very much. (7A)
Your story is okay, but I think you're missing some details. For example,

you say one day a prince came and kissed her but you missed that one day

a prince came and see her so beautiful that he decided to kiss her. (3A)
I think the story of Cinderella is good because I understand it. (6A)

No comments (8A)

I think it is a great story. It is the greatest story I heard in my life. (2A)
I think it is a really interesting story. You have put a lot of details it is a

good thing. (1A)

No comments (7B)

No comments (5B)

No comments (3B)

No comments (4B)

No comments (2B)

No comments (IB)

I really like your story. It is a very good story. I have hear a story like

this but it was not a king but a principal, you have good details. (1A)

Your story of the real story of Snow White was so real and ifyou do what

we write it would be more fun and more interesting. (4A)

And the model is Eric. IS the Eric is the best. (6B)

No comments (5B)

No comments (7B)

It was very good (7A)
I think the Cinderella is very nice and I understand it. (6A)

No comments. (2B)

No comments. (IB)

Playing around, and not sure what to do. (Karl/13/5A)
I think your story of Alice and Wonderland it was stupid because it don't

have enough talking about change. (4A)

No comments. (4B)

I think it is a great story but you many states than you think it was too

much but I like it very much. (2A)

Eric
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Appendix N

Large Peer Feedback Conference

Name

Kim

Large Group Peer Feedback Comments
Eric





Appendix O

Types of Comments
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AGE
NAME
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Appendix P

Terms

Collaborative/Cooperative Learning: First of all, Cooperative Learning has been

defined by Gonzalez-Edfelt (1990) "as an instructional strategy in which students work

together collaboratively to achieve shared goals, accepting and supporting each other in

their learning" (p. 54).

Peer feedback: Is any comments or statements between two or more students about

writing.

Appropriate: Refers to feedback intended to help students make good choices for

revisions. According to Hilgers's(1986) research, younger children are able to give

appropriate feedback according to their age group; for instance, more comments relating

to personal experience. Older students' appropriate feedback should be more involved

with content area to help peers make more revisions relating to the overall understanding

of text.

Writers' Workshop: Format where children are given a mini-lesson, then write, hold

both peer feedback conferencing and teacher conferencing. A writer's workshop is a

classroom environment that encourages students to interact and confer with each other

throughout their writing process (Samway, 1992).

Conferences: Conferencing is used to "denote a type of critiquing whereby a peer or the

teacher questions students about the content of their writing" (Russell, 1985, p. 5).

ESL: Students who are learning English as a Sequential or Second Language.

EFL: Students who are learning English as a Foreign Language.
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Appendix Q

Students' Writing

Kevin: Rough draft

The Knight and the Dragon

Once upon a time, there was a knight in Castle who had never fought a dragon. And in a

cave not too far away was a dragon who had never fought a knight. One day the knight

went to the Castle library and took out all the books about frithing dragon. Meanwhile,

back at the Cave, the dragon had rummaged through all the things from his ancestors and

found some bocks on knight fithing. The knight began to build some armor. The dragon

practiced with his tale. Meanwhile back in the Castle the knight was training to fight the

dragon. Meanwhile back in the Cave the dragon was practicing too. Bat in theirs

tranings there were so bad for fighting, but in the final they were very good fighting.

Finally, the knight and the dragon were both ready. They sent each other a letter and set

a time for fight. They start to fight very well the both of us. But the two the get very hurt

and they diced to be fi-iends and the put a Bar-B-Q Resturant the dragon cook and the

knight serve the food and that's all the story.

END

Second draft

The Knight And The Dragon

Once upon a time, there was a knight in a castle, who had never fought a dragon. And in

a cave not too far away was a dragon who had never fought a knight.

One day the knight went to the castle library and took out all the books about

fighting dragon.
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Meanwhile, back at the cave, the dragon had rummaged through all things from

his ancestors and found some books on knight fighting.

The knight began to build some armor. The dragon practiced swish his tale.

Meanwhile back in the Castle the knight was traning to fight the dragon. Meanwhile

back in the cave the dragon was practicing bad for fighting, but in the final they were

good for fighting. Finally, the knight and the dragon were both ready. They sent each

other a letter and set a time for fight.

They start to fight very well they thought. But the two get hurt and they decided

to be friends and the put a Bar-B-Q Resturant the dragon cook and the knight serve the

food and that's all the story.

End

Karl: Rough draft

The Real Story of the little Red Riding Hood

Once upon a time there was a little girl that her mother told she to go with her

granny and to give him a medicine because was sick but when she go to the house of

granny she say a wolf and she continue later in granny's house another wolf was tehre the

wolf eat the medicine and later he open his mouth and when he open it Another time the

red riding hood go into his mouth to pick up the medicine but when the wolf close his

mouth and the red riding hood continue inside but the wolf don't see the little red riding

hood when he eat she and the granny also don't see she.

Second draft

The Real Story of the little Red Riding Hood
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Once upon a time there was a little girl that her mother told she to go with her

granny and to girl to give him a medicine because was sick when she go to the house of

granny she saw a wolf and she continued later in granny's house another wolf was there

the wolf eat the medicine And later he open his mouth and when he open it Another time

the red riding hood go into his mouth to pick up the medicine but when the wolf close his

mouth and the red riding hood continue inside but the would don't see the little red riding

hood when he eat she and the granny also don't see she.

Tracy: Rough draft

Cinderella

This is Cinderella's stepmotherside.

Once upon a time Cinderella's stepmother, she was confused and angry 'cause Cinderella

wasn't her daughter. She had 2 daughters: Anastasia and Drisela; they had in their house

a cat, a horse, mice and other animals. The time passed on and Cinderella became the

one that made the beds, clean windows etc. One day they were invited to a special dance;

Cinderella put her own dress and her stepsisters destroyed it, then she went out and her

god mother appeared she transformed beautifiil dress to Cinderella. That way she

could go to the palace dance. At the palace Cinderella was lost and the Prince went to

her and danced with her, that way he became to in loved of her. After that many things

passed and then the Prince marry Cinderella. They had many children and they were

very, very nice boys and girls. . . One day Cinderella went with her children to her

stepmother house, she was old and sad her daughters didn't helped her so Cinderella try

to help her, then she became the best stepdaughter in the world... Cinderella's stepmother
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became a good grandmother that's why Cinderella's husband decided to take her to live

to their palace.

Second draft

Cinderella

This is Cinderella's Stepmother side.

Once upon a time Cinderella's Stepmother, she was conftised and angry 'cause

Cinderella wasn't her daughter. She had 2 daughters; Anastasia and Drisela; they had in

their house a cat, a horse, mice and other animals. The time passed on and Cinderella

became the one that made beds, clean window and make breakfast, etc. One day they

were invited to a special dance; Cinderella put her own dress but her stepsisters

destroyed it, then she went outside and her godmother appeared. ... She transformed all

animals into persons and then she put a beautiful dress to Cinderella, that way she could

go to the dance. At the palace Cinderella was lost and the prince went to her and danced

with her, that way he became inloved of her. After that, many things happened , then the

prince marry Cinderella. They had many children and they were very good boys and

girls. . .One day Cinderella went with her children to her stepmother house, she was wold

and sad her daughters didn't helped her so Cinderella try to help her. Then she became

the best stepdaughter in the world. . .Cinderella's stepmother became a good grandma and

that's why Cinderella's husband decided to take her to live to their palace.

Trisha: Rough draft

Cinderella

Once upon a time Their was a Queen and a King That were unhappy because they

dosen't have a children but later they has a baby called Cinderella. But the time pass and
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Cinderella grow up but her mother was died. But one day a woman came to the house at

Cinderella and time a go the woman get married with the Father of Cinderella she have 2

step sisters. But the 2 step sister were good persons but the mother was a bad bad

persone she dosen't want to be the step mother of Cinderella because was a very beautiful

and all the persones were very handsome with Cinderella but with the step mother no. but

one time Cinderella went to Talk v^th her step mother and said that she was a good

persone that maybe They could be Friend and live in peace. And The step mother said

That yes. But one time they went To The castle and They see 3 prince and They see the 3

girls and They start To talk and they were good Friends but one day They get married and

They live very happy.

Second draft

Cinderella

Once upon a time there was a Queen and a King that were unhappy because they

doesn't have children, but later they has a baby called Cinderella but the time pass and

Cinderella grow up. But her mother was died. But one day a woman come to the house

of Cinderella and time ago The woman get married with the Father of Cinderella. The

Stepmother of Cinderella have 2 sons The step sisters. But the two stepsister were good

persons but her mother was a bad persone she doesn't want to be the Stepmother of

Cinderella. Because she wanted to be the most good persone. And the stepmother want

the money of the father of Cinderella and all the persone were handsome but with the

stepmother no. but one time Cinderella talk with her Stepmother and said that she was a

good persone that she could be a better persone that maybe. They could be Friends. And

the stepmother said that was a good idea, but one time the Family went to a party that
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were in the castle. And they were dancing and later 3 prince went with the sister and they

dance and get love and they live very happy.

Tina: Rough draft

"Cinderela's Stepmom side of the story"

This is a story about long time ago, about a very ugly lady named Cinderella. She has 2

step sisters and a stepmother. They are very respect to Cinderella they all love her and

they were never fighting. The 2 sisters love Cinderella but Cinderella was very rude.

One day a prince swerver came to Cinderella's house and gave Cinderella an invitation to

a party the real palace 4 all the ladies in the villas. The 2 step sisters, the step mom and

Cinderella went to the party that night. Everybothy think about Cinderella was not a

beautifiil girl. And what happens?

The prince start loguing 4 people 4 marrie whith. But there was no one who the prince

like most. He was thinking about one of the step sisters because the 2 were very beautiful.

Cinderella was really angry because she wants to be a princes.

At last on of the sisters forget a shoe and the prince swerver was loking for the owner of

the shoe and it was the older stepsister.

End

Tina's Second draft

"Cinderela"

This story was happened long time ago. This story is about a very ugly girl

named Cinderella. She has 2 step sisters and 1 stepmother. They very very respect her,

and there were never fighting.
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All the family loved and helped her because one was the little one, but she was

always rude with everyone.

One day a prince server whent to Cinderella's house and gave Cinderella one

invitation. The prince server said-This invitation is to invitate all the beautiful young

ladys in the town.

Two days later the stepsisters, the stepmom and Cinderella went to the party that

night. In the way, Cinderella made her sister's dress broked. And her sister start crying.

Cinderella and the others whent to the party.

And her sister was the garden crying along. Then a big light start to grow. And

then. . . . Her godmother was the for helped her. She make the stepmother a new dress.

Later, the stepsister return to the party and she was the best in the party.

The prince chose Cinderella's step sister.

One day later the server came to Cinderela's house, because the stepsister forget

her shoe. She try dem one and they marrie.

End

Elena: Rough draft

Snowhite

One's upon a Time one woman was walking and walking in The beach and Then she was

lost and she continured walking after walking a lot of ours she find 1 house very big Then

she enter and see The beds were so big and she Thinks it is a house of gigants, and she

sleep in one of The beds.

Then The 5 giagnts return and see the woman in one of his beds, snowhite wake up she

was afraid she was Talking withe The gigants and They tell that they work in a ship and
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she Tell can I stay because ram los and They say ok but you have to clean all the house

and give us to eat and say ok.

One day one little wich came and say you want an appple and she said no I don't have

money and she said no problem You can Take one Free oh Fam going wait and The she

go and eat the apple and follow down The wich go at 1 :00 o'clock the gigant came and

see snowihite in the floor and they said it was the wich only if one prince kiss she would

wake up and They look and found The prince kiss she and she and she wake up and Then

They married and were happy for a long, long time.

End

Second draft

Snowhite

Ones upon a time one woman was walking in the beach and when the nights come she

was lost and she was crying, and then she found a very big house, she go into the house

and she see a very very big beds and she thought this house is of giant and she sleep in

one of the beds. At 8:36 the giants come and see Snowhite sleeping and she tell that she

was los they tell you can stay here but you are going to do the food ok that's okay said

snowhite.

The second day she was very happy, but the 4^^ day one little boy came and said

do you want one she said I don't have money and the boy said no problem I can gibe you

one free she said okay wait a minute and she go down and eat the loly pop and she eat

and follow down the boy said, that's good I did and he go, the giants come and see

showhite in the floor and said it was the boy. And the giant said one prince ahs to kiss

she and they found one prince and kiss she and they were very happiest for a long time.
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End

Erin: Rough draft

Pinochio

One day a person was walking on the street, and he find a wood popet, he took it

but one day the popet became a real boy, so he went to other place. There he had many

friends, but he don't like that they take his nose, every one take his nose.

But one day all hes friends descovered that Pincochio's nose was growing. They

asked him, " Why your nose is growing"? but he told tehm. " I don't know", so they

became angry with him because he shout them.

Pinochi descovered that his nose was growing because they took his nose many

times but when he want to say all the children, they don't want to spik with him. So he

was very sad but his friends looked he was so sad that they tell hem why, he was sad" and

then he told them that hes nose was growing because they touch it very much. So they

don't touch hes nose any more. Sot it was small.

Second draft

Pinochio

One day Diego was waling on the street, and he find a wood puppet he took it but

one day the puppet became a real boy, so he went to other place. There he had many

friends, but he didn't like that they touch his nose every one take his nose.

But one day all his friends descobered that Pinochio 's nose was growing, they

asked him, "why your nose is growing'? but he told them. " I don't know". So they

became angry with him because he shouted them.
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Pinochio descobered that his nose was growing because they touch his nose many

times but when he want to tell all the children they didn't want to speak with him so he

was very sad but his griends looked he was so sad that they told hem why, he was sad"

and then he told them that hes nose was growing because they touch it very much. So

they don't touch hes nose any more. So it was small.

Jimmy: Rough draft

There was once upon a time ....

A wolf that was very sick, and live in New York and, red riding hood lived in San

Francisco, California was very far from New York so she decided to go help the wolf so

she went to a big trip in her BMW car she went to the states ofNevada a she went to

some casinos were she lost, 2 millions amerincan money and then she went to denver

Colorado for ski and then she went to Ulah and see the salt lak city before go to Illinois

and see the large city of Chicago to see much things like the sears tower and all that

things that are in the city of Chicago and then she take her BMW car and said. Let's go to

the road and she went to the state of Michigan and saw the lake Michigan in that place

she ate hamburgers and then she went to the state ofNew York she went to Rome, New

York and saw the Woodstock concert and then she went to the amazing city of !New

York! She saw the Empire State building, the world trade center, the twin towers the

liberty statue the delicious resturants and the she looked her dream sacks fifth avenue and

then she saw the wolf she helped him and they lived happy forever.

Second draft

Red riding hood

There was once upon a time. . .

.
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A wolf that was very sick and live in New York, Red Riding hood lived in San Francisco,

California, was very far from New York so she decided to go help the work so she went

to a big trip to New York she take she's new ferrari car and go to New York she saw

much states of the United States of America and then she reached New York she saw the

statue of liberty, the Empire State building, the twin towers, fifth avenue and the store

called sacks fifth avenue and then she went with the wolf and she gave him some soup

and the wolf became a good friend and everyone lived happy forever.

Kim: Rough draft '

Invisible King's Land

Once upon a time there was a king, he have all the clothe that he wants because

they have a lot of tailors but one of them the go to another country and the king have a

new tailor named Tom! The king wants another cloth but it was invisible, it have red and

black thread with some pictures it was very ugly. In the city it was a represents of clothes

time in the month but all times they can pass the king with anew cloth, 3 days later they

pass the kings with the new cloths invisible and wen he pass all the people of the city

alought the king and the king put him red and nervous but he said us that he's new tailor

make them and that it was a new cloth make them for an interesting people the king and

he's tailor.

All the people are thinking about the new cloths and the king though: My cloth is

going to sale it. And they put in stores and one person buy it and he and the king put

them all the time and all people wants them and all the city put his new cloth named the

cloth invisible king's Jorge a new cloth. All they have it and the name of the city is

"Invisible King's Land."
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There was the only realy history for Invisible King's Land.

End

Second draft

"Invisible King's Land"

Once upon a time there was a king named Jorge, he have all the clothes that he

wants because they have a lot of tailors. One day one of their favorite tailors go to live to

another country and Jorge the king have a new tailor named Tom. The king wants

another cloth but Tom the new tailor doesn't want, but the king convinced them. Tom

takes the measurements of all the king Jorge and they do it his cloth. The next day they

show him the new cloth but it was a surprise the new cloth was invisible, it have a ugly

red and black thread making some pictures it was very ugly. In the city it was a

represents of cloths on time in the month but all times they can pass the king with a new

cloth. Three days later they pass the king with the new invisible cloths, and wen he pass

all the people of the city laugh the king. The king put him red and nervous and he said us

that he's new tailor make them and that it was a new clothes make them for an interesting

people. All the people are thinking about the new cloth. One day the king though: "My

cloth is going to sale it." And they put in stores and one day one person buy it and he and

the king put them all the time and all the people wants them and all the city put his new

cloth invisible King's Jorge a new cloth. All they have it and the named of the city is

"Invisible King's Land"

There was the only realy history of Invisible King's Land.

Bye the next time.

End
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Doug: Rough draft

Alice in Wonderland

There was a lost girl

His name is Alice

All the night dream that she want to be in Wonderland

In one dream she go to wonderland she takes one cup of water

And she becomes bigger bigger and bigger

Then she takes another cup of water and she become little and little.

When he was littlw she lost her mother in the forest and she saw a rabbit that said I going

with your mother Alice was running and rurming but the rabbit runs faster. The girl

shouted My Mom! Mother! Mother! He was lost however no more see her mother Then

the rabbit kill alice. The rabbit was onvails and at the 5^*^ day on the vails he subside but

Wow! It was only a dream of Alice.

Second draft

Alice in Wonderland

There was a lost girl.

Her name is Alice

All the night dream that she want to be in Wonderland.

In one dream she went to wonderland she takes a cup of water and became bigger, bigger

and bigger and then she takes another cup of water and she became smaller and smaller

When she was little she lost her mother in the forest and then she saw a rabbit that said

Im going to the forest Alice run, run and run but the rabbit run faster The rabbit was a

very worst rabbit Wow it was only a dream.
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Alison: Rough draft

"The 3 bears and the girl with brow locks"

I a house in a city live 3 bears Dad Mom and Son. They order 3 pizzas 1 big, 1

medium and llittle. The pizzas come very hot and they don't know what they can do.

They decided go to shopping and run to the Charter Bus. They go to the mall and they

forgoten to close the door in the house.

Then a Girl enter into the house she wants to stolen all the house. She was a

robber. She haves brown lock and is very fat. She is very hungry and saw the pizzas

and eat them. Then go to play nintendo and stolen all the things on the house and go.

The 3 bears return home to home and saw that all the things in the house dessapear. They

talk to the police and the police don't do anything the Big bear says na and buy another

things and another house in the beach and live happy for the rest of their lives.

Second draft

"The 3 bears and the girl with brown locks"

In a house in a city live 3 bears, Dad, Mom and Son. They order 3 pizzas 1 big

for dad, 1 medium for Mom and 1 little for the son.

The pizzas' s come very hot and they don't know what they can do. They decided

go to shopping and run to the charter bus. They go the the mall and they forgot 1 to

close the door in the house.

Then a girl enter into the house she wants to stolen all the house. She was a

robber. She haves brown locks and is very fat. She is very hungry and saw the pizza and

eat them, the go to play nintendo and stolen all the things on the house and go. The 3

bears return to home and saw that all the things in the house dissapear. They call to the
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police and the police don't do anithing. The big Bear says no and buy another things and

another house in the beach and live happy for the rest of their lifes.

The End .

Henry: Rough draft

The real History snow with

A long time ago in the city theres a girl who's name is Snow With.

One day the 7 security dwarfs see that she go to A park and the follow she when: they

arrive snow with was killing animals like dogs or eats then they try to catch she And they

run For about 6 hours then she take a taxi for a hotel And she sleep there

And in the next day she wake up and the 7 dawers, are working to she beside her bed And

they suside they seks to not have problems what they police.

And they have dean Forever

The End

Second draft

Snow white

Along Time ago in New York City there's a Girl who's name was snow white.One day in

one comer one are a police care with 7 security men. In 5 minutes they saw snowwhithe

walking to a center main park so the follow she until the Park for about 15 minutes and

when the arrive to there They saw she killing little animals like cats or dogs. Snow white

was killing with the weapons shooting in theyre heads And with a big sword. Then they

catch she and put she in a Jail And she cry and cry for.

Mary: Rough draft

Snowhite
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They was a woman, her name was Snow white and she was very pretty. Another woman

would like to look like snowhite because she was beutifuU, the woman wants to kill her

and she prepared a poicen. One day later the woman went to the house of snow with and

she puted the poicen in her water, she drink all the water and the woman thinks that snow

with is was die, but no she don't, she only was felt down and the woman went to her

house very happy but she don't know that snow with was alive. A month later the

woman die because a bear kill her. Now snowhite is very happy because enibody want's

to kill her.

Second draft

Snowhite

One day there was a woman, her name was Snowhite and she was very pretty Another

woman would like to look like Snowhite because she was beautiful, the woman want's to

kill her and she prepared a poicen.

One day later the woman went to the house of Snowhite and she puted the poicen in her

water, she drinked all the water and the woman went to her house very happy but she

don't know that Snowhite is alive.

A month later the woman died because a bear kill her. Now Snowhite is very happy

because enybody want's to kill her.

End

Aaron: Rough draft

THE STORY OF S GRANNY
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Imagine living in a small house in a forest. With no care. T.V. or even a heater! Thas the

life of the little old Granny. Not even the seven Dwarfs, not even Cinderella, not even

her neice. Red Ridding Hood came to visit her. She was so alone.

One day she decided to call Alexander T Wolf. Some people call him the big bad wolf,

we told him to make her a favour, when the wolf heard what the Granny wanted he siad -

Oh, no no no no, no no no, no no! - But the Granny said - Please, please, please -! What

Granny wantes was she wanted to be eaten by the wolf. She was so sad and the wolfwas

such a nice person he couldn't tell no to the Granny, He decided to just swallow her so he

will no harm her, but when he swallowed he fels so ashamed he disguised like Granny In

that moment Red Riding Hood entered to the house the Granny siad - oh the only day my

neice come to visit me, and I am in a wolf stomach! - the wolf tried to fol Red Ridding

like acting like if he was the real Granny but Red Ridding hood was very smart, besides

her Granny didn't have so much hair! Sudenly he heard something inside the wolf belly

something like her Granny, Red Ridding hood said - Let one in. Let me in! - the wolf

was such a nice person so he let her in, the Granny was so happy, she have her only niece

and she was not even cold (a wolf stomach is very warm!) but the wolfwas starting to

fell a little dizi! Then the axman entered to the room he said -I heard some strange noises

in here - Are you ok? - then he saw there was nobody in the house, - Please don't make

me eat him -said the wolf! The Granny said - Or, come on!. One more will not make

you any harm! - the wolf was such a nice person he deods to eat him. It was the happiest

day for the Granny, she, her niece and her friend the ax man, drinking a cup of tea in the

wolf belly, (the wolfwas such a nice person he ate the cup of tea too so they could be

happy! And the were, very hapy ever after until the wolf need to go to the washroom!
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Second draft

THE STORY of a GRANNY

(RED RIDDING HOOD)

Imagine living in a small house in a forest, with no television, no car or even a heater!

That was the life of the little old Granny.

Not even the seven Dwarfs, not even Cinderella, not even her niece, Red Ridding Hood

came to visit her, she was so alone.

One day, she decided to call Alexander T. Wolf, some people call him "the big bad wolf

She told him to make her a favor, when the wolf heard what she wanted, he said

-No, no no no, no, no no - but she said

-Please, please please, please-

What Granny wanted was ... to be eaten by the wolf! She was so said, and the wolfwas

such a nice person he couldn't tell no to her. He decided to just swallow her so he will

not harm her.

In that moment Red Riding Hood entered to the house, the wolf was so ashamed he

disguised like Granny and tried to foil her. Granny said - Oh!, the only day my niece

come to visit me, and I am in a wolf stomach! -
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But Red Ridding Hood was very smart, (beside, her Granny didn't have so much hair!)

She hear something inside the wolf, it sounded like her Granny voice. -Let me in. Let me

in -she said to the wolf

The wolfwas such a nice person. . .she let her in the wolf was starting to feel a little bit

dizi but the Granny was very happy but that is not all, then the ax man entered to the

room. -Please don't make me eat him -said the wolf-Oh, come on!, one more will not

make you any harm! - and guess what happened later. . . the wolf was such a nice perosn,

he let him in. and they lived hapily ever after (until the wolf needed to go to the

bathroom!)

Stacy: Rough draft

Snowhite

Hi, Im the which in the story of snowhite but I will Tell you the part of the story.

One day I was asking to my magic mirror who was the pretiest person in the

world, and it told me that Snowhite I must confess I was a little angry to here that answer,

out only a little bit. So I called a person to go and asked her what was her secret; and he

went to ask her.

When he arrived whit her, Snowhite was so scared, that she enter.

The house was of some dwarfs and they were angry to have her with them she

cause amny Trouble in the house. So on day, they decided to kill her, but they were so

nice that they only put her something to sleep forever, but only if a prince Kiss hes she

could wake up again.

One day a prong came and kiss her and they live forever in a castle very happy
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Second draft

Hi, rm the witch in the story of snowhite, but I will tell you the true part of the

story.

One day I was asking to my magic mirror who was the prettiest person in the

world, and it told me that snowhite. I must confess I was a little bit angry to hear that

answer, but only a little bit. So I called a person to go and asked her what was her secret,

and he went to ask her.

When he arrived with her; Snowhite was so scared, that she began to ran into the

forest and she felt down and was like sleep. The animals came with her and then she

went to look for a place to sleep.

She found a little house, so she entered. The house was of some dwarfs, and they

were angry to have her with them because she cause many trouble in the house. So one

day, they decided to kill her, but they were so nice that they only put her something to

sleep forever, but only if a prince kiss her, she could wake up again.

One day a prince come and kiss her, and they live forever in a castle very happy.

Helen: Rough draft

Cinderella

Once upon a time in a casttle they have a little princess named Cinderella wen Her father

dide Cinderella go with your stepmother and stepsisters she cleen every day the house and

she go ever day with Her friends the rats horse and the Princes blue when Cinderella go to

the dace she love very much their princess.

Second draft

Cinderella
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Once upon a time in a castlle a little girl that her fathed dide wen they go with your

stepmother she tried like a maid they wash the floor she wash the cloth of the sistes and

of the stepmother.

In one dance old the people of the contry only one person Cinderella but their friends the

animals they try the invitation an she try a cloth beautiful but wen they go to the castle

she see to their prince and she and they married.

Alex: Rough draft

Peter Pan

Ones upon a time a girl names Wendy and then a bad boy want to killed Peter Pan the

boy is name John Peter Pan is very Bad Jonhy's the boy-friend of Wendy and Then Hook

that is the son of Peter Pan and Wendy Destroy all the Indians an He have a surpraise that

Peter Pan is in a cave and He didn't go out of the cave because have guardians act and

Wendy, Hook and John live very cool in the countri of never never.

Second draft

"Peter Pan and Jhony"

Once upon a Time a girl name Wendy And a bad boy That his name is Peter Pan

want to killed Jhony; Peter Pan is very Bad Jhony is The boy fi-iend of Wendy and Hook

is the son of Jhony and wendy and in The night Hook go to Destry all The Indians and all

The family ofhim is very happy because Jhony killed Peter Pan in Peter Pan is very

Happy because he is a Devil.

Hook
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Joanne: Rough draft

Mighty Ducks

Mighty ducks is a group of hockey that the pas year not win and they want to unid

together and another year to win they are not goin to the house of the couch somday they

want to talk whith them to unit another year the couach said thax they not wont secasus

the last year no win an their promes dad not pay again then old the people rechazin

because bomboy want that they last year they go to win and they no win the notice ave in

the newpaper and old the people no want the dcuk in there place the ducks can do anthing

because they got want and the go to home because the play are not goin to play agon in

the NHL

End

Second draft

Mighty Ducks

Mighty ducks is a group of hockey that the pas year not win and they want to unid

another year to win they are not going to the house of the coach bombay they want to talk

with them to want to play again and bombay want to talk whith the government on

hockey and talk with them to want to playing and old the people rechasing and the

government said another thing that they want to desmostiaid to the people can they win.

Rachel: Rough draft

The Principal's New Clothes

Mr. Bundy was the principal of P.S. 88 He is also the sharpest dresser in town. His

students never miss a day of school Mr. Bundy has so many clothes, One day a man and

a woman who said they were tailors but they no were tailors really, the tailors saided that
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they duit a very good suit but said that the person of not see the clouth were stupits but

really there no were clouth, and the day of Mr. B use your suit was in underwar and the

kids lend clouth.

Second draft

The Principal's New Clothes

Once upon a time there was a man named Mr. Bundy who was the principal of P.S. 88

He is also the sharpest dresser in town His student never miss a day of school, Mr Bundy

has so many clothes, one day a man and a woman who said that they were tailors but they

no were tailors really, the tailors saided that they duit a very good suit but said that the

person of not see the clouth, were stupits Mr. Bendy use your suit was in underwear and

the kids and the people laffing of the but the kids lend clouth.

Michael: Rough draft

the Juanito

One sopain a time and a boy He namad Juanto He makckes not trice tramps and make

very much things and then raff really and that the story but in the sire of Juanito is this to

the persons say bad things to her and that they say things and the workers like Juanito an

he txast he and that old.

Second draft

the Juanito

One spainel a time and a boy he named Juanito. He mackes tramps and make very much

things and then loft the wolf the wolf the wolf and is much time that thing is not really

and that the story but in the size of Juanito is this to the persons say but things to he and
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that they makd that things and in the pan of the persons he say things and the workers like

Juanito and we thuaut he and that old the story.

Cathy: Rough draft

Dragon

Once upon a time, there was a knight in a castle who had never fought a dragon. And in

a cave not too far was a dragon no had never fought a knight. One day the knight went to

the castle library and took out all of the books he couldn't find on dragon fighting. The

knight began to build some armor. The dragon practice swishing his tail. Meanwhile,

back to the cave. Finally the knight, and the dragon were borh ready. They went each

other a letter and set a time for the fight.

Second draft

Dragon

Once upon a time, there was a knight in a little house who had never fought a dog. And

in a castle not too far was a dragon who had never fought a knight. One day the knight

went to the castle library and took out all of the pictures he couldn't find on dragon

kissing. The knight began to destroling some armor. The dragon sleep swishing his tail.

Meanwhile back of the castle . Mean while back at the cave. Finally the knight and the

dragon were both ready. They send each other a letter and set a time for the fight.

Rick: Rough draft

Once upon a time a kid and he has a more power ftilt the kid have a problem he

was no money and one time he have and or ahe win a congratulations he go to the

wrestail and win money money and live hapy forever.

Second draft
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Once upon a tim a kid and he has a more pawerful the kid Have a problem He have no

money and one Day he wind a wresteliean win a price he got to the wrestieles and win

money and live hapy forever

The End

Fin

Eric: Rough draft

This story tell about one day a man bom he is very pretty when he have 12 years

old he transformed a hapy man his best friend is Jonny his twin os Omar his's enemy is

Flint Juan Annoj. When Emmanuel have 22 he is in the disco he recibed a hore of a gun

and he formed a team in this team is Jonny. Emmanuel and a mar Emmanuel loged the

his enemy's is in the jail.

Second draft

The Happiest Man of the World

One day a man bom h is very happyest and pretty when he have 12 years old he

transformed in happy boy his best fiiend is Jonny his twin is Omar his enemy is Plik,

Juan and Koji when Emmanuel 22 he is in the disco and he is attacked by a horse he form

a team is Jonny. Omar an Emmanuel our enemy is in the jail. 2 montsh later his enemy

exit the jail. Oh not Emmanuel call his fiiend and plink is have invent this invent is men

he have a power that is papapa Emmanuel fight with his friends he win but

nananananananannanananna.

Anne: Rough draft

The principal's new Clothes
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Mr. Bundy is the principal of P.S. 88 He is also the sharpest dresser in town and the

dresses are very very elegant and have beatifUl shoes and go to the person to make a

adress and the person was bad and they kip up her mony and Mr. Bundy never bad

adress.

Second draft

The principal's New Clothes

Mr. Bundy is the principal of P.S. 88 He is also the shaip dresser in ton and the dresses

are veryvery elegant and have beatiful shoes and go to the person to make a address and

the person was bad and they kip up her mony and Mr. Bundy never bad address He make

contest and the winear Fanny and the model Emmanuel is the Best of the world and the

model Emanuel the of the address the Mr. Bundy He best a addres.

Leanne: Rough draft

Cinderella

Cinderella is a pretty girl and the two girls are very happy and Cinderella are sad

yesterday the card the dancing of the night. In the night the mother and the girls I went of

the dancing and the Cinderella when I went of a dancing the prince of the night.

Second draft

Cinderella

Cinderella is a girl very pretty and forever are sad. The two girls of the mother are happy

forever. In the night of the dancing the two girls of the mother are went a dancing very

happy and Cinderella I went a dancing sad and in the dancing the prince and Cinderella

are dancing every night and Cinderella are very happy.

Jon: Rough draft
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Piter Pan

One day a person who name Piterpan live in a fantasi, in other planet. That boy is with

wendy his girlfriend, they can fly in the sky but in that planet a bad boy "Capitan Garfio"

and he like to kill Piterpan but a cocodrile kill capitan Garfio.

Second draft

Peter Pan

One day a person who name Piterpan live in a fantais, in other planet. That boy was with

wendy, his girlfriend, they can fly in the sky but in bad that planet was a bad boy

"Capitan Garfio" and he like to kill Piterpan but a cocodrile like to kill capitan Garfio,

but Capitan Garfio kill the cocodrile.

Lisa: Rough draft

Cindirella

Cindirella lived in a big, big house. One mother, the mother, is ugly and bat. The mother

had 3 daughter very, very uglys and bat. Had one cat. Cindirella worked in the big house

and Cindirella is a good girl.

Cindirella had many fiiends ! Animals! they were good friends.

One day the hadamadrina they help him and they she happy. One prince and Cindirella

dancing in the palace.

The End

Second draft

Cinderella
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Cinderella lived in a big, big house. The stepmom is ugly and bad. The stepmom had 3

sisters (daughter) very, uglys and bad, had one cat. Cinderella worked in a big, big house

and Cinderella is a good person simpatic, funy, good...

She had many friends.

One day the hadamadrina they help him and she happy.

One prince and Cinderella dancing in the palace. .

.

The End

Christine: Rough draft

Cinderella

In a big house lived Cinderella with your stepmom and your stepsisters.

Cinderella was a very good person, beautiful, funny. . ..your stepmom was very bad

and your step sisters too.

The step mom always wearing a big dresses, and she like the chocolates, she liked a

prince for married with one of your daughter.

She like very much the money so one of your daughter married with a prince, sh'ell

has a lot of money

But the princes see Cinderella, he love she and he married with Cinderella, and that no

like a you step Mom, but she was very happy.

End

Second draft

Cinderella

Once upon a time lived in a big house Cinderella with your stepmom and your

stepsisters.
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Cinderella was a very good person beautiful, funny. . . Your stepmom always wear

big dresses, and she like the chocolates, she like a prince for married with one of your

daughter. She like very much the money so one of your daughter marrie with a prince,

she will has a lot of money.

But the prince see Cinderella, he love she and he married with Cinderella, and that

not like a your stepmom, but Cinderella was very happy.

End

Rebecca: Rough draft

Cinderella

One upon at time in the castle have a princess her name is Cinderella. Cinderilla lives

with two children and her husband. She is very bad because she hate her children she is

forty five years old. Every day she walk with her husband. She like swim. She is very

bad and craize because he has problems in her head. Her live is horrible. Because she

and her husband are craise but her sons are happy because they have more friends. Their

live are beautiftil. Cinderella and her husband die because they are craize.

Second draft

Cinderella

Once upon at time there was a beautiful girl whose name is Cinderella. Cinderella lives

in the castle with her stepmother and stepsisters. Her stepbrother and stepmother are bad

because they hate a Cinderella. She married with the prince. She lives happy with her

husband. The stepmother and her stepsisters are oraize because they hate Cinderella.

Janet

Did not want her story analyzed.
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Standing Subcommittee on Research with Human Participants
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The Brock University Standing Subcommittee on Research with Human

Participants has reviewed the research proposal:

Peer Feedback in the Writing Classroom
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